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PREFACE
Anyone accustomed to think in terms of the_equilibrium of dema~d
and supply may be inclined, on reading these pages, to suppose that
the ~rgument rests on a tacit assumption of constant !.etur~s in
industries. If such a supposition is found helpful, there is no harm in
the reader's adopting it as a temporary working hypothesis. I_p. fact,
however, no such assumption is made. No changes in output and (at
any rate in Parts I and II) no changes i1:1 the proportions in which
different means of production are used by an industry ~re considered,
so !hat ne>_question arises as to the variation or constancy of returns: .
The myestigation is concerned exclusively with such properties of an
economic system as do not depend on changes in the scale of pro- ·\)
duction or in the proportions of 'factors'.
.This standpoint, which is ·that of the old classical economists
from Adam Smith to Ricardo, has been submerged and forgotten
since the advent of the 'marginal' method. The reason is obvious.
The marginal approach requires attention to be focused on cha~g~,:for without change either in the scale of an industry or in the
'propor~ons of the factors of production' t!iei:~ ca11 be _neither,,..
marginal product nor marginal cost. In a system in. which, day
after day, produc~ion. continued unchanged in those respects, ~he
marginal product of a fattor (or alternatively the marginal cost of
a product) would not merely be hard to find-it just would not" be \
there to be found.
Cauti'on is necessary, however, to avoid mistaking spurious
'_margins' for the genuine article. Instances will be met in these .
pages whi.ch at first sight may seem indistinguishab~~ from examples
of marginal production; but the sure·sign of their spuriousness is the
absence .of the requisite kind of c_hange. The most familiar case. is
that of the product of the 'marginal land' in agriculture, when
lands of different qualities are cultivated side by side: on this, one
need only refer to P. H. Wicksteed, the purist of marginal theory,
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who condemns such a use of the term 'marginal' as a source of 'dire
confusion' .1
The temptation to presuppose constant returns is not entirely
fanciful. It was experienced by the author himself when he started
. on these studies many years ago-and it led him in 1925 into
an attempt to argue that only the case of constant returns was
generally consistent with the premises of economic theory. And what
is more, when in 1928 Lord Keynes read a draft of the opening propositions of this paper, he recommended that, if constant returns
were not t? be assumed, an emphatic warning to that effect should be
given.
The~e allusions give incidentally some indication of the disproportionate length of time over which so short a work has been in pre- ·
paration. Whilst the central propositions had taken shape in the late
1920's, particular points, such as the Standa_r_d__commodity, J?int
products and fixed capital, were worked out in the 'thirties and early
'forties. In the period since 1955, while these pages were being
put together out of a mass of old notes, little was added, apart from
filling gaps which had become apparent in the process (such as the
adapting of the distinction between 'basics' and 'non-basics' to the
case of joint products).
As was only natural during such a long period, others have from
time to time independently taken up points of view which are similar
to one or other of those a~opted in this paper and have developed ·
' them further or in different directions from those pursued here. It is,
however, a peculiar feature of the set of propositions now published
that, although they do not enter into any discussion of the marginal
theory of value and distribution, they have nevertheless .been_ designed
to serve as the basis for a critique of that theory. If the foundation
holds, the critique may be attempted later, either by the writer or by
someone younger and better equipped for the task.
My greatest debt is to Professor A. S. Besicovitch for invaluable
mathematical help over many years. I am also indebted for similar

l
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1 'Political Economy in the Light of Marginal Theory', in Economic Journal, XXIV
(1914), pp. 18-20, reprinted as an appendix to his Common Sense of Political Economy,
ed. Lionel Robbins (1933), pp. 790-2.
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help at different periods to the late Mr Frank Ramsey
'Alister Watson. It will be only too obvious that I have not always
followed the expert advice that was given to me-particularly with
regard to the notation adopted, which I have insisted on retaining.
(although admittedly open to objection in some respects) as being
easy to follow for the non-mathematical. reader.
P. S.
TRINITY COLLEGE
CAMBRIDGE

March 1959
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PART I

SINGLE-PRODUCT INDUSTRIES AND
CIRCULATING CAPITAL

SPC

CHAPTER I

PRODUCTION FOR 'SUBSISTENCE
1 Let us consider an ~mely simple. s~~- which ~ e s
just enough to maintain i~el£ ...£ommocuties are_ produced by
separate liia.ustries and are exchanged for one another at a market
held after the harvest.
Suppose at first that only two commodities are produced, wheat
and iron. Both are used, in part as sustenance for those who work, )
a:0:-c:I for the rest as means of praduc~i.'?.2 wheat as seed, and iron int
the form of tools. Suppose that, all in all, and including the necessaries for the workers, 280 quarters of wheat and 12 tons of iron are
used to produce 400 quarters of wheat; while 120 quarters ofwhe~!
and 8 tons of iron are used to produce 20 tons of iron. A year's
operations can be tabulated. as follows:
280 qr. ~h~at + 12.ft. ~on~ 4-.0P 5;:·wheat
120 qr;'Wheat+ al-t.

ITOU

r

20 t.

1ron.

I

N o t ~ adde~roduction to the possessions of society_
as a whole: 400 q r ~ a t ana20 t. of iron have been used up in
the aggregate and the same quantities are produced .. But each com"'.
modity, which initially was distributed between the industries according to their :needs,
is found.at the end of the!
year
to be entirely
I
.
. .•...
concentrated in the hands of its producer.
.
(We shall call these relations 'th~ methods of production_}1.nd
pr:o.ductive consumption', or, for short, the methods of production.)
There is a ~nique set of exchange-values which if adopted by the
market restores the ?riginal distribution of the products and makes it
possible for the process· to be repeat¼d-; such_v,;1.l_11._es spring directly
from the methods of production. In the particular ~~~ple-wEliave
t~l~he--~i_~~an&:::Y.~lue -;-e9.r4recfis . JQ,...qf. __gf wh~atlor I -~~,
iron.
'"-.
.,
3
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2 The same applies to three commodities, or indeed to any number. Adding as a third product pigs:

24"~ qr. wheat+ 12 t. fyon+ 18 p~gs_:4 450 qr. wheat
90
wheat+ 6 t. i;on + 12 pig;-) 21 t. ir~n.

.qr~

120 qcwheat+ 3 t. iron-+30 pigs 4 ' 60 pigs

· 11.A\

\,

',.

The exchange-yalues which ensure replacement all round are
10 qr: wheat = 1 t. iron = 2 pigs ..
It- may be noticecl · that, while in the t~o-industry system the
·'
amount of iron used in whea~-gr·owing was necessarily of the same
value as the amount of wheat used in iron-maki.ng, this, when there
are three or mote products, is no longer necessarily true of any pair
of them. Thus in the last example there is no such equality and
replacement can only be effected through t~iangular trade.
3 To restate the position in general terms, we have the commodities 'a', 'b', ... , 'k', each of which is produced by a separate
industry.
We call A the quantity annually produced of 'a'; B the similar
quantity of' b'; and so on.
We· also call Aa, Ba, ... , Ka the quantities of 'a', 'b', ... , 'k'
a~ually used by the industry which produces A;' and Ab, Bb, ... , Kb
the correspond~ng quantities used for producing B; and so on.
All these represent known quantities. The unknowns to be determined are Pa, h, ... , h, respectively the values of units of the commodities 'a', 'b ', ... , 'k' which if adopted restore the initial position.
The conditions of production now appear as follows:

AaPa+BaPb+ ... +KaPic = Apa
A,,pa+Bbpb+ ... +Kbpk = Bpb
A,-.Pa+Bkpb+ ... +Kkf>k = KA
where, since the system is assumed to be in a self-replacing state_,
Aa+Ab+ ... +Ak=A;- Ba+Bb+ ... +Bk=B;; .. ; and Ka+Kb+ ...
+Kk=K. That is to say, the sum of the first colurq.n is equal to the
.first line, that of the second column to the se<;:ond line, and so on.
It is not necessary to suppose that every commodity enters
4
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directly into the production of every other; accordingly
quantities on the left-hand side, i.e. on
production, may be zero.
One comm
dard_
rice made
eq~af'"to"""'~'ciiy:Thl~~i~;~;r.:~fu~~~;ns. Since in t e aggrega_te'
'"of'tlieeq'i'i";.tions the same quantities occur on both sid~s, any one of
the equations can be inferred from the sum of the others. 1 This leaves
· k- I independent linear equations which uniquely determine the
k-1 prices.

I

1 This formulation presupposes the system's being in a self-replacing state; but
every system of the type under consideration is c;;apable of being brought to such
a state merely by changing the proportions in which the individual equations
enter it. (Systems which_ do so with a surplus are discussed· in §4ff. Systems
which are incapable of doing so under any proportions and show a deficit in the
p roduction of some commodities over their consumption even if none has a surplus
do not represent viable economic systems and are not considered.)
0

.
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CHAPTER II

PRODUCTION WITH A SURPLUS._
If the ec~:°-QillY_.Pr<?.Cf.:1:1~~.s. m<;>re. . .than. the..,minimum,,.n<;!f~§~~!.I. ,,.
f~e.£!!~;~@~ ~n-~ ,!~re ·~~~..~..~~i~i~,!~~~~~.~i~Eibuted_,.J!:e _~y~t~m
be~omes self-contradictory. In effect, ifwe add up all the equations,
!ch.~_1:-jght-hand sic:Ie. of the resuiting sum-equation (or gross national
product) will contain, besides all the quantities that are found-en the
l ~ r o d u c t i o _ n . _ . a n d subsistenc_~_sD.me-a.dditional ones that are not. Reckoning as in § 3, there are now k
..-i~d~p~ndent equations with only k- I unknowns.
}'he. difficulty cannot be overcome by allotting_ t~e surplus bef~_r.e
the prices are determined.,. as is done with the replacement of raw,·.~~terials, subsistence, etc·:-'f~is .is -becau~e
~J::.e~~~~~
4

1

.....___......_. ___ ·-·

·- --

•

•

-

-

•

····-·--..

-

1:1~~

. ._ ._,_~!.J?.tL:9i~-~1i~Wf~_,.!!?.~~~~!:~~!?!J2"JlU~"'lJ;~\rN11L9lm~1.1:~tjR,.~:-_( or
c..~p_ital) f ad:vanced i:t?-. e~e~;,~~t.1l; a_~d such a proportion between
two aggregates of heterogeneous goods (in other words, the rate of
p~~ts). ~EE-.£!~1:2.t!l.~s<?.~e..JY-~k~Jll~cagf!l;~"~e!?ds. .

. g.n. ~h:.,,o~~.:".~_:~,~~ :;,.,~:!,~~~:£~,.,~AFPl'l~'Atill

~
or,
as we shaU
see, the
p r ~ be
~"'M'l"A .. ~·-- .. --~"'~·~) .+>_yu,
~
offlWl"i•W«.. _ : , ~ . ~ .
b _. _ nowin _the rate of rofits. The result is t4.l!.Uh_e
~ distributio~"·~; s~rplus 'must be determined,thr~~gh the same
{¼mechanism and at the same time as are _the ~ of commodities.
Accordingly we add the rate of profits (which must be uniform for
all industries) as an unknown which we call_!. and the system becomes
~···.

:t;Q:_.·

:!':!:_.

_

.

!ffl.'IM!.

iJ . deter:mined

(AaPa +Bapb + ··· +Kahf (1 +r) = Apa
(AbPa+Bbpb+ ... +KbA) (I+r) = Bpb

where, since the system is assumed to be in a self-replacing state,
Aa+Ab··· +Ak ~ A;Ba+Bb+ ... +Bk~ B; ... ;Ka+J(b+ .. ·. +Kk ~ K;
that is to say the quanti produced of each commodity is at least
6

t~on together.
~his system contains a number k of independent equations
determine the k - 1 prices and the rate of profits.
5 As an example we may in the two-commodity cas~ 1) mcrease the output of wheat from 400 qr. to 575 qr: leaving all the
?L~~r 'q.uanti:ti:~s un~_]1aI1g~~- This gives. a social surplus of l!.?. ~~of
wheat and the resulting position is:

280 qr. wheat+l2 t. iron-4 575 qr. wheat·
120 qr. wheat+ 8 t. iron-4 20 t)ron:·
1

The exchange-ratio which en~bles the advances to be replaced, and
the profits to be distributed to both-industries in ·pro2.Q.rtion to their
advances i;-i 5
of wheat for 1 t. of iron; and the corresponding
rate of profits in each industry is 25 %(Let us, as an illustration, do the arithmetic for the iron industry.
Of the 20 t. produced, 8 go to replace _the iron used and 12 are sold,
at the price of 15 qr. wheat per ton, thereby obtaining 180 qr. wheat:
of these, 120 q~o to replace the wheat used and 60 qr. are pr~fit at
the rate of25% on the 240 qr. wheat which is the aggregate value of the
wheat and iron used as~ans of production and subsistence in;the_
iron industry.)
.
12.0 + [i-.4s} .
·
.

q;.

• 6 One effect of the emergence of a surplus must be noticed~
Previously, all commodities ranked equally, each of them being
found both among the products and among the means of production;

;-

1-~-

as. a re.sul.. t each, dir.. ectly or.in~.·r.ec. tly., enter.ed. the }1!eduction of all
the~oth~r_s., .ag<:l__ ~?,ch pl~y_(:?g_~-~p~r_t__ig_t_he _detei:r:nil:iati.:og_ .9f ptjct!s_...
But now th.~_r:~__!§_tOOm f.9r a newdass of '11;-X,ury' ,.PLQQ.Jl.GJ:.Lw..bk:_h_ar.e.~
' no.t_gsedLwl!.½tbJ~.r....fl~.instrurne;n.ts__oLproduction.,..or_as-articles-ofsubsistence,_in the_produ_ction of others. __
These ~roducts have no part in ~he determination of the system.
Their role i s ~ - Itfil0nvention were to reduce by half
the quantity of eac~ of the means of production which are required to
produce a unit of a 'l~ury' commodity of ~µis type, the commodity
7
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itself would be halved in price, but there would be no further
consequences; the price-relations of the other products and the rate
of profits would remain unaffected. But if such a change occurred in
the production of a commodity of the o ~ p e , which does enter
the means of production, all prices would be affected and the rate of
profits would be changed. This can be seen if we eliminate from the
system the equation representing the.production of a 'luxury' good.
Since by the same act we eliminate .an unknown (the p~ce of that
good) which only appears in that equation, the remaining equations
will still form a determinate system which will be satisfied by the
solutions of the larger system. On the other hand, if we eliminated
one of the other, .non-luxury, equations, the number of unknowns
would not thereby be diminished since the commodity in question
appears ai;nong the means of production· in the other equations and
the system would become indeterminate.
What has just been said of the passive role of luxury goods can
readily be extended to such 'luxuries' as are merely used in their
ow.p. reproduction, either directly (e.g. racehorses) or indirectly
(e.g. ostriches and ostrich-eggs) or mhely for the production of othei·
luxuries (e.g. raw silk).
, · TJie (:gterion is wpe_the!_~_ c:~n1:gi()_dity__~~!_ers (no matter whether
directly o. r indir.ectly) i~to t.!:!~pro..ducb.·on of. a._.ll commoditi.es. '.. . T·h_·~se
:that d~~ _call basic, and thos~...!t1:a!._g..9....g9!,..E.Qll.:~fl.~ic._pr.9du.ctFi.
We shall assume throughout that any system contains a~ast one
\~
, ~~_ic product.
. ·
·
7 It is desirable at this stage. to explain why the ratios which
satisfy the conditions of production· have been called 'values' or
'prices' .r.~!_!iei:_:fu.a~; as might be thought more appropriate, '~ts
o:(.producJion'.
·
The__Jatter description would be_ adequate so far .. as non:-basic __
'P.rodu_ctswere concerned, since, as it follows from what we h'ave--seen
in the preceding section, their exchange ratio is merely a reflection
~fwhat must be paid for means of production, labour and profits in
order to produce them-th.ere.is no mutual depend~n_c_e_.
· But for. a basic product there is another aspect to be conside_red.

8
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~ I~s_excha11ge.~!atio __rlepends

! 1_~9:~

~{r;,:

\'.{' , ,,-

,.-. ,s':,· ,,:~i .:,;[;
.. ,;- ..

as_m~ch on t h ~ t is
iifiri
the_p!:oduction of other basic cqmmoditie~_as. onfb.e ex_t'eI1(t9.:w.:hiclL;
those commodities enter its ownw·ad11ctiQ.:g. (One might be tempted,
but it would be misleading, to say that 'it depends as much on the
Demand side as on the Supply side'.)
.
"" In other words; the ~rice o
n-basic product depends on the \ \·
prices of its
roducf n, but these do not depen on 1t. -\ < ,,
Whereas in the case of a basic product the pr:ices of its means of pro- ·
duction depend on its own pric~ no·less than thelatter depends on them.
JLless one-sided descriJztion than coMefproduction seems there-~·
fore required. Such classical terms as 'necessary price', 'natural
price'_~r ~price Qf_I~!.9ducJ:i9n' wou.ld meet the case, but value and
price have been preferred <1:S being shorter and in the present co:O:text
(which contains no reference to market prices)'no more ambiguous.
It may be added that not only in this case but in ·general the use of
the term 'cost of production' has been avoided in this work, as well :__as the term 'capital' in its quantitative connotation, at the cost of
some tiresome circumlocution. Iliis is_b~~ause these terms have come
to b~ _insyRarably linked, with theJuRpoAitio.n~tha.Lthe.)u.tan.d_iru:_
quantities that can be measured indeRendently: o~ a:Q,__g_prior to,_jhe
determination of the prices of the pro_g_l!_cts. (Witness the 'r,e.al
c9sts' -of Marshall and the 'quantity_Qf capital' whichJ.sJ.mpli~d.in
the ![19:r.ginal productirity__ theory.) Since to achieve freedomfro111 { \
such presuppositions has been one of the aims of this work, avoidance ·~ •·..
of the terms seemed the only way of not prejudicing the issue. ·
,·.

8 We have up to this point regarded wages ·as consisting of the
necessary subsistence of the workers and thus entering the system on
· the same footing as the fuel for the engines or the feed for the cattle.
We must now take into account the other aspect of wages since,
besides the ever-present element of subsistence, they !3:1<1)1:_ include-a VV o.c:
1
sh_<!:~~_surplus prod1,1d. In view of this double character of the
\
wage it would be appropriate, when-we come to consider the division
of the surplus between capitaµsts and workers, to separate the two
component parts of the wage and regard only the 'surplus' part as
_ var~-~~le; whereas the goods nece~sary for the subsistence ofthe

9
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workers would continue to appear, with the fuel, etc., among the
means of production.
We shall, nevertheless, refrain in this book from tampering with
the traditional wage concept and shaU __~~-!~_\\1 _
tli.~__:i:!_s_1:1_a1 practi(?e of
treating the whole of the ....wage as variable.,
The drawback of this course is that it involves relegating the
,
· \ ne~s~f~;nsumption to the limbo of non-basic products. This
is due to their no longer appearing among the means of production
on the left-hand side of the equations: so that an improvement in the
~ ro
. n of necessaries of life will n o n g ~ l y
affect the rate of profits and the prices of other products. Necessaries
however are essen rn ly basic and if t ey are prevented from exerting
their influence on prices and profits under that label, they must do
so in devious ways (e.g. by setting _a limit below which the wage
cannot fall; a limit which would itself fall with any improvement in
the methods of production of necessaries, carrying with it a rise in
the rate of profits and a change in the prices of other products.)
In any case the discussion which follows can easily be adapted to
the more appropriate, if unconventional, interpretation of the wage
suggested above.
· 9

We shall also hereafter assume that th~~g~ j._s p_~~~_E_l!;l~_::t~

\;; I'u a shar_~ ~t~~ annual produ~t,_thus_abandoningthe dassical economi~_ts'
/ ~ idea of a wage 'advanced' from capital. We retain however the supposition of an annual cycle of production with an annual market.
10 The quantity oflabour employed in each industry has now to
be represented explicitly, taking the place of the corresponding
quantities of subsistence. We suppose labour to be u ~
or, what amounts to the same thing, we assume any differences in
'
.
-.,,,.=::---s,._uali_~_;to.J;i,~~
.
educed to e uivalent differencesin
~~~:;:_.,,.~1-,J.1.1.-c-.u.~---'::u~......,"'--L.ab~o11.~ves the same wage.
We ca~ La, Lb, . :.·, ik the annual quantities of labour respectively
employed in t~e industries producing A, B, ... ,Kand we define.them
as fractions of the total annual labour of society, which we take as
unity, so that
x _ _ _ _ _ ___,

10
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we call.!!!__ the wage per unit of labour, which like prices
expressed in terms of the chosen standard. (See further,
choice of a standard, § 12.)
On this basis the equations take the form:

11

(AaPa+BaPb+ ... +Kah) (l+r)+Law
(A,,Pa+B,,p,,+ ... +K,,h) (l+r)+L,,w

= APa
= Bp,,

___.>

where, as in the earlier cases, the system is assumed to be in a ·
self-replacing state, namely such that Aa +Ab+ ... +Ak ::::; A;

l·

Ba+Bb+ ... +Bk::::; B; ... ;Ka+Kb+ ... +Kk·::::; K.'
12 The national income ___ of a __ system _in a_ self-replacing _state
consists of the set of commodities which are left over when from the ·
gross national product we have removed item by item the articles which
go to replace the means of production used up in all the industries.
The value of this set of commodities, or 'cqmposite commoditt...:;
as it may be called, which forms the national infome, we make equal
to unity. It thus becomes the standard in terms of which the wage
and the k prices are expressed _(taking the place of the arbitrarily
chosen singie commodity in terms of which k - I prices, besides the ·
wage, were expressed).
We have therefore the additional equation

[A-(Aa+A,,+ ... +Ak)]Pa+ [B-(Ba+Bb+ ... +Bk)]h+ : ..
.

+[K-(Ka+Kb+ ... +Kk)]h

=

I.

(It is impossible for the aggregate quantity of any ·commodity
represented in this expression to be negative owing to the condition
of self-replacement assumed in§ I I.)
· This gives k + I equations_ as compare~ with k + 2 variables
(k prices, the wage w and the rate of profits r).
· The result of adding the wage as one of the variables i~ that the
number of t_hese now excee~s the number of equations. by one and
the system _can move with one degree of freedom; and if one of the 1·
variables is fixed the others will be fixed too.

11
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CHAPTER III

PROPORTIONS OF LABOUR TO MEANS
OF PRODUCTION

t.

13 We proceed to give the wage (w) successive values ranging
from~: these now represent fractions of the national income (cp.
§§ 10 and 12). The object is to observe the effect of changes in the wage
on the rate of profit~~.nd on the prices o{i~dividual commodities,' on
th·e assumption that the methods of production remain unchanged.

14 When we make w equal to l _the whole national income goes
to wages and r is elimin~d. w;-th-~s revert, in effect,: to .the syst~~
\ of linear equations from which we started, with the difference that
the ·quantities of labour are now shown explicitly instead of being;
represented by quantities of necessaries for subsistence.
At this level of wages tl;ie relative values of commodities are _in
proportion to their labour cost, that is to say to the quantity oflabour
which directly and indirectly has gone to produce them. 1 Atno
~_her wage-level do values follow a simple rule.
.·

15 Starting from the situation in which the whole of the national
income goes to labour, W§__ illlagj.ne wages to be reduced: a rate of
profits will thereby arise.
The key to the movement of relative prices consequent upon a
change in the wage lies in the inequality of the proportions in which
labour and means ofproduction are employed in the various industries.
It is clear that if the proportion were t e same in all in usffies no
price-changes could ensue, however great was the diversity of the
commodity-composition of the means of production in different
)ndustries. For in each industry an equal deduction from ·the wage·
would yield just as much as was required for paying the profits on .
1

See Appendix A, On Sub-systems.
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its means of production at a uniform rate without need to
the existing prices. 1
· 16 For the same reason it is impossible for prices t.o remain un-\f.
changed when there is inequality of 'proportions'. Suppose that fr
prices did remain unchanged when the wage was ·reduced and a rate
of profits emerged. Since in any one industry what was saved by the
wage-reduction would depend on the number of men employed;
while what was needed for .paying profits at a uniform rate would
depend on .the aggregate value of the means of production used,

industries with a sufficiently io_~ prop_Q!'_~~13:__ g_fJ9-QQ_~_t9__1n~~r:1,:LQ~.11·
. p:oduction ~ould have a deficit, while indust:ies with a sufficient1yl/
high proport10n would have a sur.Illi!§, on their payments for wage \
and profits. (Nothing is assumed at the moment as to what rate of
profits corresponds to what wage reduction; all that is required at
this stage is that there should be a uniform wage and a uniform rate
of profits throughout the system.)

pt· ·

.

"

Nw ·~;
·

· 17 . There would be a 'critical proportion' of labour to mea:g_s_9f_'\
p:r:o~uction which ~arked. the watershed between '1deficit' . and .
'Sllrplus' indus_t:i;:i~ An industry which em~loye_d that particular
'proportion' would show an~ance-the proceeds of the wagereduction would provide exac·tly what was required. for the payment
of profits at the general rate. Whatever the precise value of that
'proportion' in any particular system, it can be said a priori that, in a

syste~ including two or more ba.sic _ industries,.the in.dustry with the\_.(/
lowest proportion of _labour to· means of production would be a
'deficit' industry and the one with the highest proportion would be
a 'surplus' industry.
·
·
1

1 In these 'proportions' the means of production must be measured by their
values, but since values may change with a change in· the wage the question arises,
which values? The answer is that, as regards establishing the equality or nonequality of the proportions (which is all that we are concerned with at the
moment), all the possible sets of values give the same result. In effect, as we have
seen, if the proportions of all the industries are equal, values, and therefore proportions, do not change with the wage; and from this it follows that if the proportions are unequal at the set of values corresponding to one wage they cannot
be equal at any other, and so they are unequal at all values.
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IJ_follows_that,--with a wage-reduction, price-changes -would

18

_!Je c.a.lied for to redress the balance in each of the 'deficit' and in each
Qf the 'surplus' industries.
To achifve this object it is first of all the price-ratioj)etween .~_ach
· , product and its means of productipn that one expects to come into
play~- c;~;ider the situation of a ' ~ industry when the wage is
. reduced. 4 ris~jn...th~pr.foG. of the product relatively to the means of
'l
production would help to eliminate the deficit since it would release
,·
\ ,,f
some
of
that
share
of
the
gross
product
of
the
industry
which
had
.
\l
'
.
.!nv~·
fl
been going to pay for the replacement of the now cheap_~~ec}. means '!I
of production; this· would be added to the quantity available for ..
distribution a_s wages or profits. T~ price rise ~ itself ~~~ld thus_ . , J1,-1
res_!!Jt_in_an.increase in the magnitude (and not merely in the value) ), ,b, ,1/
1
of that part of the product of the industry whic~_i.~--~yailable for distri- ~" ,v-{
1
bution, desp_i~~-!li~ fac! thaJ the methods _oJ prpduction_ ~ere {m_ ( ,l _,
JJ \'
hanged.
.i ·j l) '
A further effect of the rise in the price of the product relatively to r- , ,f.
the means of production would of course be to help a given quantity of
product to go a longer way towards achieving the required rate ofprofit.
In the second place, and independently of this, the stee~er the rise
in the price of the product relative to labour; the smaller would be
the quantity of it absorbed by the wage.
-:/
In a like way price-movements in an _opposite direction could
accomplish the disposal of the surplus which otherwise would appear
in an industry ~ p o r t i o n ' of labour to means of
production.

l

I

f

\J .~ ·

l

\

,,:; ·!

.~
It does not by any means follow, however, that the price of the
roduct of an industry having a l9_w proportio_1~}~!~~-our to means of·
production (and therefore a potential deficit) would necessarily rise,
with a wage-reduction, relative to its own means of production. On
the contrary, it might quite possibly fall. The reason for this seeming
. contradiction is that the means of production of an industry are
tli:,mselves t h ~ c t of one or mare indust~ies-which-ma-:y-ifl their
turn employ a still lower proportion oflabour 1Q.Jneans-of-pro.duction
( a ~ m e may be the case with these latter means of production;
14
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.

'•\\·; j,: · ·;;:.;;::
~'

:

,,

'

'~})\

i :.·/

and SO on); in that case the price of the product, although)J?rOdu~ed
by a 'deficit' industry, might fall in terms ofits means of praducJ;i.~11,;:;> ··

.t: ·

~ ~ o o d through a2.ar_tj.Cllhg:h:.
~ep rise_relative to labou:.
·
The result is that as the wages fall the price .of the product of al.
low-proportion (or 'deficit') industry mai rise or it may fall, or it may
ev~ternate in .rising and falling 1 relative to its means of productio·n· ;
while the price of the product of a high-proportion (or 'surplus') ·
industry may fall or it may rise, or it may alternate. What neither
of such prod11c::~~9-!?,_ do, as we shall_presently _ seL(§§Jl-22)~o .,
r1::mJ1J11 st~ble in price relative to its means of productioil' throughou,t
any range, whether long or short, of the wage-variation.
To conclude this preliminary survey of the subject it·may be
pointed out that these considerations dominate not only the pricerelation of a product to its means of production b~t equally. its
relations to any, other product. As a result, the relative pricemoveme~ts of two products come to depend, not only ~n the.'proportions' oflabour to means of production by which they are resp.ectively
produced, but also on the 'proportions' by which those· means have
•
I
la. 17LJC,.,r""
themselves been produced, and also on, the 'proportions' by which :
the means of production of those means of production have been ·.,
produced, and so on. The result is that the relative pri~e oftwQ..prod~ts may move, ~h the fall of wages, 'in the opposite·direc:ti.@ to
what we might have.expected on the basis ~ ' p r o . : .
p~ns' ; besides, the prices of their respective means of production
may move in such a way as to ~everse the 9.Jfier of the two products
as to higher and lower proportions; and further complications arise, ,
Which will be Considered Subsequently.
I
J~
However complex the_Qattern_~f the price-variations arising from
i'~u~,1-'. .J
a ~ g e in distribution, their net result, and _their complete justifica- J ~' ~-/).f ·
tiog,yemains the simple one __of _reclressing3he _balance in _eac::h]
.
i~c:lustry. J:~ey fully achieve that object, but it could not be achieved ·
.
with anything less.
·
·

J

20

' 21 We now revert to the 'critical' proportion which has been
mentioned before (§ 17) as constituting the borderline between
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'deficit' industries and 'surplus' industries. Suppose that there was
an industry which employed labour and means of production in that
precise proportion, so that with a wage-reduction, and on the basis
of the initial prices, it would show an exact balance of wages and
profits. Suppose further that the means of production which it used,
taken as an aggregate, were themselves produced by labour and
means of production in that proportion; and suppose finally that the
same proportion applied to the production of the aggregate means of
production by which those means of production were produced, and
similarly to the successive layers of means of production involved,
however- far we traced them back.
The commodity produced by such an industry would be under no
necessity, arising from the conditions of production of the industry
itself, either to rise or to fall in value relative to any other commodity
when wages rose or fell; for, as we have seen, a,necessity of _this so~t
can origiyate only from a_potentialdeficit or surplus and a:i;i_indJ!s...try
operating under the conditions described would ipso facto be in
balance. A commodity of this type would in any case be incapable
of changing in___~ relative to the aggregate of its own means of
production since the recurrence of the same 'proportion' would
apply equally to them.
, Two separate conditions have been assumed to obtain this result,
namely ( 1) that the' ba_lancing' proporti?~is used, and(2) th:3,tone and
th~_.same proportion recurs in all the successive layers of the industry's
agg__~eg~te means of production without limit. We shall, however,
find that the first condition is necessarily implied in the second for,
as .will presently appear (§ 22), within any one system ~~plete
'rei;_ur!ence' is only possible ~ith the balancing prn:eor~on. So that
th._e:re is in effect only one condition, that of :_r__e_c_ur.r_ence~. _

I
J

·

22 In trying to identify the 'balancing' proportion it is convenient
to replace the hybrid 'proportion' of the quantity of labour to the
value of the means of product10~ch we have been using up to
· this point, with one of the corresponding 'pure' ratios between homogeneous quantities. There are two such corresponding ratios, namely
\ the quantity-ratio of direct to indirect labour employed, and the

I
I
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\.

v~lue-ratio of net :product tG means of p r n ~1 We shall
the latter here.
While the rate of profits is uniform in all industries, and depends
only on the wage, the value-ratio of the net product to the means of
production is in g~neral different for each industry and mainly
depends ogjts_particular circumstances_of_pfoduction.
There is however an exception to this. When we make the wage '
equal to zero and the whole of the net product goes to profits, in each
industry the value-ratio of net product to means of production necessarily comes to coincide with· the general rate of profits. However
~
different from one another they may have been at other wage-levels,
at this level the 'value-ratios' of all industries are equal.
It follows that the only 'value-ratio' which can be invariant to
changes in the wage, and therefor~ is capable of being 'recurrent' in (
the sense defined in § 21, is the one that is equal to the rate of profits
· which corresponds to ~o ~age. -And that is the 'balancin~.
We shall call Maximum rate of profits the rate. of profits as it >
would be if the whole of the national income went to profits. And
we sI1all denote .by a single letter, R, the two coincident ratiOs, ~--. ·
namely the Maximum rate of profits and the 'balancing' ratio of net
product to means of production.

r

1 In general (i.e. for all the industries that do not use the 'balancing' proportion)
these two ratios will coincide only when the value-ratio is calculated at the values
for w = I.
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CHAPTER IV

THE STANDARD COMMODITY
23 The necessity of having to express the price of one commodity
in terms of another which is a:!>itrarily chosen as standard, ~ompli_-

{\ cates..t.h. e study of the price-movements _which accompany. a change .
Win _distri]?ution. It is impossible to tell of any particular pricefluctuation whether· it arises from the peculiarities of tl!~ :~ommodity _
) which is being measure.cl or from those of the__mea,~uriI1g. standard.
The relevant peculiarities, a;;; ha~e just seen, can~ocly.co~ist-i~ 'the
inequality in the proportions oflabour to means of production in the
successive 'layers' into which a commodity and the aggregate of its
means of production qm be analysed; for it is such an inequality that
makes it necessary for the commodity to ,change in value_selative to
its means of production as the wage changes.
The 'balanced' commodity which we have just considered(§ 21)
would pres_~!_ no pc:~Alia_rities of ~his typ_e, since the same proportion
would be found in all its 'l~s '. It is true that, as wages fell,· such
a commodity would be no less susceptible than· any other to rise or
fall in price relative to other individual commodities; but we should
know for certain that any such fluctuation would originate exclusively in the peculiarities of production of the commodity which was
being compared with it, and not in its own. If we could discover ~~ch
a commodity_ we should __ therefore be )Il _pqsse~sion of. a _standard
capable of isolating tl1c: p_ri,~_e_~m~~~~~~ts of any_<:>_t4~~product so
that they could be observed as in a vacuum.
24 It is not likely that an individual commodity could be found
which possessed even approximately th<;! necessary requisites. A mixture of commodities, however, or a' composite commodity', would do
equally_~ell; i,t might do even better, since it could be 'blended-'to
suit our requirements, modifying its composition so as to smooth out
a price-bulge at one wage-level or to fill in a depression at another level.
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' We should, however, not get very far with the attempt to c:::::Jn.:::,::,!t
such a mixture before realising that the perfect composite coimrno1cutv
of this type, in which the requirements are fulfilled to the' letter, is
one which consists of the same commodities (combined in the. same
proportions)· as does the aggregate of its own means of production~·
in other words, such that both product and means of production are
quantities of the self-same composite commodity.
The question is, can such a. commodity be constructed? •.. _
25 The problem is one that concerns industries rather than commodities and is best approached from that arigle.
Suppose we segregate from the actual economic system such
fractions of the individual basic industries as will together form a
complete miniature system endowed with the property that the
various commodities are represented among its aggregate means of
production in the same P!!!l!_()rtiof!:! as they are among its products.
As an example let us a~sume that the actual system from which we .-start includes only basic industries and that these produce respectively iron, coal and wheat in the following way:
t. iron+ l~,O t. coal+ 6~ qr. wheat+ la labour """7 180 t. iron
50 t. iron+ 125 t. coal+ 150 qr. wheat+ la labour---,. 450 .t. coal,,

~

40 t. iron+ 40_t. coal+200 qr. wheat+-fa labour"""7 480·-.qr. wheat
Totals 180

285

410

.where, since iron happens to be produced in a quantity just sufficient
for replacement ( 180 t.), the national income includes only coal and
wheat and co·nsists of 165 t. of the forme~ and 70 qr. of the latter.
To obtain from this a reduced-s~ale system in the required proportions we must take, with the whole of the iron indushy, f .of the coal
industry and ¾of the wheat-growing one. The resulting system is:

\

'-.

90 t. iron+ 120 t. coal+ 60 qr. wheat+i3a labour"""7 180 t. iron
30 t. iron+ 75 t. coal+ 90 qr:wheat+-/0 labour"""7 270 t. coal
30 t. iron+ 30 t. coal+ 150 qr. wheat+ 1aa labour"""7 360_ qr. wheat
Totals 150

225

300
19
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The proportions in which the three commodities are produced in·
the new system (180: 270: 360) are equal to those in which they enter
its aggregate means of production (150:225:300). The composite
co~modi!)!: sought for is accordingly made up in the proportions
It. iron: l½ t, coal:2 qr. wheat.

We shall call a mixture of this type the Standard composite
commodity or, for short, the $.1.JJ,ndard commodity; and the set of equations
(or of industries), taken in the proportions that produce the Standard
commodity, the Standard system.
It can be said that in any actual economic system there is embedded
a ~ature Standard system which can be brought to light by chipping off the unwanted parts. (This applies as much to a system which
is not in a self-replacing state as to one which is.)
We shall as a rule find it convenient to take as unit of the Standard
commodity the quantity of it that would form the net product of a
Standard system employing the whole .annual labour of the actual
system. (For such a unit to form the net product in the above
example, each industry must be increased by ½, the aggregate labour
employed bei~g thereby raised from i: to i~ ~ as a result the unitwould
consist of 40 t. iron, 60 t. coal and 80 qr. wheat.) Such a unit we shall
call the Standard net product or Standard national income .
26

., 27 The fact that in the Standard system the various commodities
are produced in the same proportions as they enter the aggregate
means of production implies that the rate by which the quantity
produced exceeds· the quantity used up in production is the same fe>_r
each ~f-~_!1:(!~_:_ In the above example the r~fu_!:_~~~-~-qmmodity i~
20 %, as can be seen if the figures are so rearranged that the aggregate quantity of each commodity entering the means of production
is set against the quantity of it that is produced:

(90+30+30) (1 +No) = 180 t. iron
(120+75+30) (1 +i20°0 ) = 270 t. coal
(60 + 90 + 150) (1 + No) = 360 qr. wheat.
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' 28 · The rate that applies to the individual commodities is natur~ll·/
also the rate_ by which _the -~~-t-~J2roduct of the Standard system
ex~!~S _its _.:!:ggl:'~g~~~I!J:~ans -~-Etg_duction, or the ratio of the .net
product to the means of production of the system. This ratio we shall.·
call the Standar__d raj~.
The possibility of speaking of a ratio between two collections of
miscellaneous commodities without need of reducing them to .the
common measure of _price arises of course from the circumstance that
both collections are made up in the same proportions-from their
being in fact quantities of the same composite commodity~
The result would therefore not be affected by multiplying the
individual component commodities by their prices. The ratio of the
values of the two aggregates would inevitably be always equal to the
ratio of the quantities of their several components. Nor, once the
commodities had been multiplied by their prices, would tq.e ratio be
disturbed if those individual prices were to vary in all so,rts of divergent ways.
Thus iIYthe Standard system the ratio ·of the net P-roauct to the . ·
meant~f-p.LO.d1!{:.PQILW01,Ud !_~main. th;~~;~~;~~~~~-:;~ri;~i~;,-occ_~-~~9:_ ~t~e ~vision of ~he net p_r9duct between wc;!ges and m'Dfits_ ·
an~Lwhatever the . cgnsequent price. cp.~:µg~s..!

What has just been said of the ratio of the net product to the
means of production in the Standard system applies equally if we
replace the net product by any fraction of it: the ratio of such fraction
to the means of production will remain unaffected by any variation
of.prices.
Now suppose the Standard net product to be divided. between
WfL~S ~~g._ profits, taking care that the sh£).I'e of each consists always,
as the whole does, of Standard commodity: the resulting rate
profits would be in the same proportion to the Standard ratio of the
system as the share allotted to profits was to the whole of the net
product. In the example given abov~, where the Standard ratio was
20 ¾, if ¾of the Standard national income went tq wages and i to
profits, the rate of profits would be 5 %; ifhalfwent to each, it would
be 10 %; and if the whole went to profits_,the rate of profits would
' 29

of!
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reach its maximum level of 20 % and coincide with the Standard
ratio.
The rate of profits in the Standard system thus appears as a
ratio between quantities of commodities ir~_~tive _of their prices.
To restate the position in general terms, as far as the Standard
system is concerned, we may say that, if R is the Standard ratio or
Maximum rate of profits and w the proportion of the net product
that goes to wages, the rate of profits is

c· 30

r = R(I-w).
1{

(

Thus as the wage is gradually reduced from 1 to O the rate of profits
increases in direct proportion to the
l total deduction made from the wage.
The relation can be represented graphically by a straight line as shown in
Fig. I.
31

0

FIG.

RATE OF PROFITS (r)

-R

1. Relation between wages

(as a proportion of the Standard net product) and the rate of
profits.

Such a relation is of interest only if it can be shown that

S its ._a.,pplication is not limited to _the imaginary Standard system
l:mt_.is capable of being extendeq tQ the actual economic syste~ of
ol?s~rvation.
This turns on whether the decisive role which the Standard commodity plays in this connection lies in its being the constituent
material_ of the national income and of the means of production
(which is peculiar to the Standard system), or in its supplying the
medium in which wages are estimated. For the latter is a fu~ction
which the appropriate Standard· commodity can fulfil in any case,
whether the system is in the Standard proportions or not..
Now it is true that appearances are against the second alternative.
In the Standard system the circumstance of the wage being paid in
Standard commodity seems to draw its special significance from the
fa_ct that the residue left over for profits will itself be a quantity of
Standard commodity and therefore similar in composition to the
means of production: the result is that the rate of profits, being the
ratio of these two homogeneous quantities, can be seen to rise in
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direct proportion to any reduction made in the wage~ There
therefore appear to ·be no reason.to.expect that in the actual system,
when the equivalent of the same quantity of Standard commodity has
been paid for wages, the value of what is left over for profits should stand
in the same ratio to the value of the means of production as the corre- jJ .
sponding quantities do in the Standard system.
.
But the actual system consists of the same basic equations as the
Standard system, only in different proportions; so that, once the wage
is given, the rate of profits is determined for both systems regardless
. of the proportions of the equations in either of them. ~articular proportions, such as the Standard ones, may give transparency to a
system and render visible what was hidden, but they cannot alter its
~athematical properties.
The straight-line relation between the wage and the rate of ·
profits will therefore hold in all cases, p}"OYided onlyfaat the wage is
ex:e_~~~~~ in.-_!~rIIl:s of th__e S!~n~~r~E~oduct. The same rate of profits,
which in the Standard system is obtained as a ratio between quantities
of commodities, will in the actual system result from the ratio of .
aggregate values.
32 . Reverting to our example, if in the actual system (as outlined in

§ 25 ff., with R = 20%) the wage is fixed in terms of the Standard net_
product, tow = ! there will correspond~=~ %. But while the share
of wages will be equal in value to ¾of the Standard national income,
it does not follow that the share of profits will be equivalent to the
remaining! of the Standard income. The share of profits will consist
of whatever is-left of the actual national income after deducting from it
the equivalent of! of the Standard national income for wages: and
prices must _be such as_ to make the vilue of what goes to profits equal
to -5 o/o of the value of the actual means of production of ~ociety.
33 To restate it in general terms, the problem of constructing a \
Standard commodity amounts to finding a set of .k suitable multipliers, which may be called qa, qb, ... ,.qk, to be applied respectively to
the production-equations of commodities 'a', 'b', ... , 'k'.
The multi:pliers must be such. th~t the resulting quantities of the .
vari?us commodities will bear the same 2roporticins to one anothe~
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on the right-hand sides of the equations (as products) as they do on
the aggregate of the left-hand sides (as means of production).
This, as we have seen, implies that the percentage by which the
output of a commodity exceeds the quantity of it entering the aggregate means of production is equal for all commodities. This percentage we have called the Sta:!fdard ratio and we have denoted it by
the letter R.
Such a condition is expressed by a system of equations which
contains the same constants (representing quantities of commodities)
as the production equations, but arranged in a different order (the
rows of one system corresponding to the columns of the other). This
system of equations, which we shall refer to as the q-system, is as
follows:
(Aaqa +Abqb+ ... +Akqk) (I +R) = Aqa
(Baqa+Bbqb+ ... +Bkqk) (I +R)

=

Bqb

(Kaqa+Kbqb+ ... +Kkqk) (I +R)

=

Kqk.

To complete the system it is necessary to define the unit in which
the multipliers are to be expressed; and since we wish the quantity of
labour employed in the Standard system to be the same as in the
actual system (§ 26), we define the unit by an additional equation
which embodies that condition, namely:
Laqa+Lbqb+ ... +Lkqk

= I.

We have thus a number k + I of equations which determine the k
multipliers and R.
34 By solving this system of equations we obtain a set of numbers
for the multipliers (we may call these numbers q:, q~, ... , q~). We
apply these to the equations of the production system (§ 11) and thus
transform it into a Standard sy~tem as follows:

q;[(AaPa+B.,pb+ ... +KaPk) (I+r)+Law]
qa(AbPa+Bbpb+ ... +KbA) (I+r)+Lbw]

..

qa(AkPa +Bkh + ... +KkA) (I +r) +Lkw]

=
=

q~APa
q;Bh

=

qlKA

From this we derive the Standard national income which henceforward we shall adopt as unit of wages and prices in the original
system of production. The unit equation of§ 12 is therefore replaced
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by the following where the q"s stand for known numbers while.

p's are variables:
[q:A- (q:Aa + q~Ab + ... + q~Ak)]Pa + [q~B- (q:Ba + q~Bb + .. .
+qkBk)]h+ ··· + [q~K-(q~Ka+q~Kb+ ... +qkKk)]h =

l.

This composite commodity is the Standard of wages and prices
that we have been seeking for (§ 23).
35 'It is evidently impossible for those non-basic products which
a.re completely excluded from the role of means of production to satisfy .
these conditions and find a place . in the Standard system. The
multiplier appropriate to their equations can therefore only be ze.ro.
The same, if slightly less obviously, is true of those other non-basics
which, while not entering the means of production of_commodities in
general, yet are used in the production of one or more non-basics,
which may include themselves (e.g. special raw materials for luxury
goods; and luxury animals or plants).
In so far as a commodity of this kind entered only the production~of a non-basic product of the type previously considered, it would.
dearly follow the latter's fate and have zero for multiplier.
· ~~ in so far as it entered its own production, the ratio of its
qu.antity as product to its quantity as means of production would be
exclusively determined by its own production-equation and would
therefore in general be unrelated to R .and consequently be incompatible with the Standard system. The multiplier appropriate to
it would therefore also be zero. 1
We may in consequence simplify the discussion by assuming that
all non-basic equations are eliminated at the outset so that only~
industries come under consideration.
It is to be noted that the absence of the non-basic industries from the
Standard system does not prevent the latter from being equivalent in
its effects to the original system since, as we have seen (§ 6), their
presence or absence makes no difference to the determination of
prices and of the rate of profits.
1 Strictly speaking the multiplier would be zero for every possible value of R
except the one that was equal to the ratio of the quantity of that non-basic in the net
product to its quantity in the means of production. This is a freak case of the type
referred to in Appendix B: at that particular value of R all prices would be zero in
terms of the non-basic in question.
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CHAPTER V

UNIQ,UENESS OF THE STANDARD
SYSTEM
36

In the following five sections it is sought to prove that there

always is a way, and never more than one way, of transforming
a given economic system into a Standard system: in other words,
that there always is one, and only one, s~! of m_1:1l.:t:1-plie~s which, if
applied to the sever'?l eq~ations or industries composing the system,
will hav.e the effect of rearranging them in such ;eroportions that
the commo~ty-~~~position of the aggregate me~ of production
and that of the aggregate product are_~~~_gtical. 37 That any actual economic system of the type we have been
considering can always be transformed into a Standard system may
be shown by an imaginary experiment.
(The experiment involves two types of alternating steps. One type
consists in changing the proportions of the industries; the other in reducing in the same ratio the quantities produced by all industries,
while leaving unchanged the quantities used as means of production.)
We start by adjusting the proportions of the industries of the
system in such a way that of each basic commodity a larger quantity
is produced than is strictly necessary for replacement.
Let us. next imagine gradually to reduce by means of successive
sm~ll proportionate cuts the product of all the industries, without
interfering with the quantities of labour and means of production
that they employ.
As soon as the cuts reduce the production of any one commodity
to the minimum level required for replacement, we readjust the
proportions of the industries so that there should again be a surplus
of each product (while keeping constant the quantity of labour
employed in the aggregate). This is always feasible so long as there
is a surplus of some commodities and a deficit of none.
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We continue -with such an alternation of proportionate cuts
· the re-establishment of a surplus for each product until we: n:acn 1:ne
point where the products have been reduced to such an
all-round replacement isjust possible without leaving anything as·
surplus product.
Since to reach this position the products of all the industries have.
been cut in the same proportion we are now able to restore the original
conditions of production by increasing the quantity produced in each
industry by a uniform rate; we do not, on the other hand, disturb the
proportions to which the industries have been brought. The uniform
.rate which restores the original conditi~ns of production is Rand the
proportions attained by the industries are the proportions of the
Standard system.
·
38 We now consider the question whether the Standard system
into which a given system of industries can be transformed is unique
or whether there may be alternative ways of rearrangement which ·
satisfy the conditions.
The equations of the q-system (§ 33) are reducible to an equation
of the kth degree in R and therefore there may be as many as k values
of R (each with its corresponding set of values of the q's) which
satisfy them. To show that only one of these sets represents a possible.
way of rearranging the industries into· a Standard system it is
sufficient to prove that there cannot be more than one value of R ·
to which there corresponds an all-positive set of values of the q's.
39 . As a preliminary to doing so, we must show that, just as there
always is a possible set of multipliers (§ 3 7), so there is at all values of
the wage including zero a set of prices which satisfy the condition of
replacement of the means of production with uniform profits: that is
to say, there always is a set of positive values of the p's.
We start from the level of w = 1 where, since prices are equal to
labour cost (§ 14), the values of the p's must necessarily be all positive.
If the value ofwis moved continuously from I to 0, the values of the p's
will also move continuously, so that any p to ·become negative must
go through :zero. However, while wages and profits are positive, the
price ofno commodity can become zero until the price of at least one
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of the other commodities entering its means of production has
become negative. Thus, since no p can become negative before any
other, none can become negative at all.1
40 As a second, and final, preliminary it is convenient for purposes of comparison to rewrite here the production equations as they
appear when wages are made equal to zero. The labour terms, having .
to be multiplied by 0, may be omitted altogether and instead of r we
write R which stands for the Maximum rate of profit. We can take
the price of any one of the commodities as unity.
The production system thus becomes

(AaPa+BaPu+ ... +Kah) (l+R) = Apa
(Abpa+Bbpb+ ... +Kbh) (l+R) = Bpb

41 We can at last proceed to show that there can be no more than
one set of positive multipliers. Let R' be a possible value of R to
which there correspond positive prices p:, p~, ... , p~ and positive multipliers q:, q~, ... , q~. Let R" be another possible value of R to which
there ·correspond prices p:, p;, ... , p~ and multipliers q:, q;, ... , q;. We
must prove that it is impossible for the q"'s to be all positive.
Putting in the production equations (as re-written for w = 0 in the
preceding section) R' for R and p:, P~, ... , P~ for Pa, Pb, ... , Pt and
multiplying them respectively by q:, q;, ... , q; we obtain the system

q;(AaP~ +BaP~ + ... +Kap~) (1 +R') = q;Ap~
q;(Abp~ +Bbp~+ ... +Kbp~) (1 +R') = q;Bp~
q~(AJ:+Bkp~+ ... +Kkp~) (1 +R') = q;.Kp~
and adding these up we have
[q:(AaP: +BaP~ + ... +Kap~)+ q~(Abp: +Bbp~ + ... +Kbp~) + .. .
+q;(Akp: +Bkp~+ ... +Kkp~)] (1 +R') = q;Ap:+qiBp~+ ... +qZKp~ (1)
· 1 For the proof to be complete it is necessary to show in addition that the p's
representing prices of basic products cannot become negative through becoming
infinite-unlike the p's of non-basics which can do so. This is shown in the Note
on Self-reproducing Non-basics (Appendix B).
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Now, putting in the q-equations (as given in. §30) R". for
' q:, q;, ... , for qa, qb, ... , fo and multiplying them resp~ctively.by
· P~, P~, ... , P~ we obtain
· ··
·

qz

p:(Aaq;+Abq;+ ... +Akq;) (l+R") =P:Aq;
p~(Baq:+Bbq;+ ... +Bkqi) (1 +R") = p~Bq;

and adding these up we have
[p:(Aaq; +Abq; + :.. +AkqZ) +p~(Baq; +Bbq; + ... +Bbq;) + .. .
+p~(Kaq:+Kbq;+ ... +Kkqm (I +R") = p:Aq:+p~Bq;+ ... +p~KqZ (2)

The terms of sum-equation (1) ·are identical with those of sumequation (2) (although grouped in a different way), with the excep- ,
tion that R' and R" are distinct numbers. Therefore, for the equations ,
to be true, both sides of both equations must be equal to zero: which,
since all the p"s are positive, denotes that some of the q'"s must b'?
negative.
This proves that, if there is a set of positive values for the p's there
can be no more than one set of positive values for the q's. 1
We had previously seen (in §37) that there always is a set of
positive q's and (in §39) that there always is a set of positive p's: We
can therefore conclude that there always is one, and only one, ".'alue
of R to which there corresponds a set of positive multipliers (q's)
which will transform a given eco:q.omic system into a Standard
system.
42 It can be shown, as an immediate consequence of the above,
that the value of R to which correspond all-positive prices (and which
we shall go on calling R') is the lowest of the k possible values of R.
In effect, suppose this not to be true; then there exists a value
of R lower than R' which we shall call R". As an example, make
R' = 15 % and R" = 10 %1 A similar argument; only putting in the p'"s and the q"s instead of the p"s
and the q'~'s, proves that, if there is a set of positive values for the q's, there can be
no more than one set of positive values for the p's.
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To ascertain whether this is possible, we revert to the system with
(§ 11). We assign as wage a quantity of the Standard
commodity, which, as we know, corresponds to R'. Thus we replace
the labour terms (Law, Lbw, etc.) with proportionate quantities of
the Standard commodity, such that their total is a fraction
w and r

1-R"
R'

(in the example which we have chosen, ¼) of the Standard national
income. At the same time we take as standard of prices an arbitrarily chosen basic commodity 'a' and make its value equal to
unity.
Consider now two sets of solutions of the resulting system. One
corresponds to R', giving
r

= R'(I-½) = IO%

and all-positive prices (since, being positive at r = R', they will remain
so at all values of r down to O; cf. §39).
The second set of solutions corresponds to R". We know from the
last s':!ction that at the prices corresponding to R" the value of the
Standard commodity, which is formed in the proportions that
correspond to R', is 0, so that the wage vanishes and
r

=

R"

= IO%-

This implies, as indeed was said in the last section, that among the
prices c9rresponding to R" some must be negative and others positive.
The two sets of solutions thus give the same value (10 %) for r, but
two different sets of prices.
This, however, is impossible, for to any one value of r there can
correspond only one set of prices; in effect, when r is replaced by a
known number such as IO % the equations form a linear system and
for the remaining unknowns 1 there is a unique set of solutions.
Thus R', the value of R to which correspond all-positive prices,
1 In these conditions, one of the equations is implicit in the others (see §3, last
paragraph) and the number (k-1) of independent equations is equal to the
number of the remaining unknowns.
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cannot be higher, and therefore must be lower, than any other

R" to which correspond some positive and some negative prices.1
43 The Standard system is a purely a~~:ry~o~tru~rt'?.1.!~.. It
shoulcf°therefore be possibl~ to present the essential elements of the'
mechanism under consideration without having recourse to it.
We know that, if we make the Standard net product equal to
unity, so that the wage is measured in terms of it, a relation of proportionality is established betwee:r:i a deduction from the wage and
the corresponding addition to the rate of profits, in accordance with
the expression
r = R'(l-w),

where R' is the ratio of the Standard net product to its means of
production which results from the q-equations.
This proposition is reversible, and ifwe make it a condition of the
economic system that w and r should obey the proportionality rule in
question, the wage and commodity-prices are then ipso facto expressed
in Standard net product, without need of defining its composition,
·since with no other unit can the proportionality rule be fulfilled.
To do this we have only to substitute for the equation
which
makes the Standard net product equal to unity, the above relation
linking w and r with R'. And to fi_nd R', namely. the value of R to
whic~ correspond· po_sitive multipliers and positive prices, we need
not have recourse to the q-equations; we can find it as the Maximum
rate of profits from the production equations, by making w = 0 .

(~?.l

. 1

It may be noted that the straight-line relation represented by_

r

= R(l-w)

would continue to hold good if the wage were to be measured in any of the other
Standard commodities which correspond to the possible values of R higher than
R' (if it is possible to conceive of Standard commodities which include negative
components; a point to which we revert in ch. vm). The prices of the various
Standard commodities, relative to each other, would with the change of r move
in such a way that although the wage, at any given value of r, would represent
different proportions of the respective Standard national incomes, yet these different
fractions of different Standard incomes would all be of equal value. When r was
made equal to R' the wage in terms of any one of the other Standard commodities
would consist of a non-zero quantity of such Standard commodity but the value
of the latter would be zero if expressed in terms of the Standard commodity
formed by means- of all-positive multipliers and which corresponds to R'.
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The above condition is sufficient to ensure that the wage and
commodity-prices are expressed in terms of the Standard net product.
And it is curious that we should thus be enabled to use a standard
without knowing what it consists of.
There is available however a more tangible measure for prices of
commodities which makes it possible to displace the Standard net ·
product even from this attenuated function. This measure, as we shall
./ presently see, is 'the quantity oflabour that can be purchased by the
1 Standard net product'. In effect, as soon as we have fixed the rate of
profits, and without need of knowing the prices of commodities, a
parity is established between the Standard net product and a qpantity
of labour which depends only on the rate of profits; and the resulting
prices of commodities can be indifferently regarded, as being expressed
either in the Standard net product or in the quantity of labour which
at the given level of the rate of profits is known to be equivalent to it.
This quantity oflabour will vary inversely with the Standard wage (w)
and directly with the rate of profits. If the annual labo~r of the system
is taken as unit, this equivalent quantity of labour, derived from the ·
above relation, is
R'

w= R'-r"
Thus all the properties of 'an invariable standard of value', as
described in~§l_~ are found in a ~ar~abl.<:: __guantity_Q[Jabour, which,
however, varies according to a sir_nple rul~ which is ind~pendent of
prices: this unit.of measurement increases in magnitude with the fall
of the Wage, that is to say with the rise of the rate of profits, so that,
from being equal to the annual labour of the system when the rate of
profits is zero, it increases without limit as the rate of profits approaches its maximum value R'.
The last remaining use of the Standard net product is as the medium
in terms of which the wage is expressed-and in this case there seems
to be no way of replacing it. If we wish to eliminate it altogether,
we must cease to regardBl,_as an expression for the. wage and treat it
· instead as a pure number which helps to define the quantity·oflabour
which at the given rate of profits constitutes' the unit of prices: then,
the prices of commodities being expressed in terms of such quantity

r
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of labour, we can find its wage in terms of any commodity by
the reciprocal of the price of that commodity.

· 4;4 The las~t steps of the preceding argument ha~e led us
rev:~practice, followed from the outset, of treating the wage

r~h~:!~~~

t~e :r:-~te ?f pro~ts '.3-S the ind~pendent variable o~ '~v~~'
quantity.
-The choice of the wage as the independent variable in the preliminary stages was due to its being there regaqled as consisting of
specified necessaries determined by physiological or socictl~~ditio~
~hich are inde:eende_1:;t of-P-rices or the rate of :erofits. But as soon
as t~110ssibility: of variations in. the division of the product is
admitted, this con_:-i9.-~ration loses much of its force. And when the
wage is to be regarded as 'g~n' in terms of a more or less abstract
standard, and does not acquire a definite meaning until the prices of
commodities are determined, the position is reversed. The rate of
profits, as a ratio, h~~~ficance __;'.Yhich is independen!._of any
-p~i~s; arid ~an well be 'given' before the prices are fixed. It is_l__
accordingly susceptible of being deterrmne2Crro.mJ)jjj:side·tne system
ofproduction, in particular by the !eye)g(the money rates.2"rJ:1ter.<:5. ,
In the following sections the rate of profits will t ere ore be treated··
a~ the independent variable, __ ,
-----· - .. ·-.-.....
··-··-·--:- ·

----

3
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CHAPTER VI

REDUCTION TO DATED QUANTITIES
OF LABOUR
45 In this chapter prices are considered from their cost-ofproduction aspect, and the way in which they 'resolve themselves'
into wages and profits is examined. Had it not been for the necessity
of following one line of argument at a time, the subject would have
been introduced earlier in the discussion. Indeed, although not
properly introduced, it has been anticipated in allusions to_ the
quantity
of labour
which 'directly and indirectly' enters a product.
-:------·
-···--

46 We shall call 'Reduction to _dated quantities of labour' (or
'Reduction' for short) an operation by which in the equation of a
commodity the different means of production used are replaced with
a series of quantities of labour, each with its appropriate 'date'.
Take the equation which represents the production of commodity
'a' (and where the wage and prices are expressed in terms of the
Standard commodity):

(AaPa+BaPb+ ··· +Kah) (1 +r) +Law = APa•
We begin by replacing the commodities forming the means of
production of A with their own means of production and quantities of
labour; that is to say, we replace them with the commodities and
labour which, as appears from their own respective equations, must
be employed to produce those means of production; and they, having been expended a year earlier (§ 9), will be multiplied by a profit factor
at a compound rate for the appropriate period, namely the means of
production by (1 +r) 2 and the labour by (1 +r). (It may be noted
that Aa, the quantity of comm~dity 'a' itself which is used in the,
production of A, is to be treated like any other means of production,
that is to say, replaced by its own means of production and labour.)
We next proceed to replace these latter means of production with
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.1

their own means of production and labour,. and to !hese
applied a profit factor for one more year, or, to the means
tion (1 +r) 3 and to the labour (1 ±I)_:.
' We can carry this operation on fl.S far as we like and if next to the
direct labour La we place the successive aggregate quantities of
labour which we collect at each step and which we shall call respec.:.
tively La 1, La2 , ••• , Lan' ... , we shall obtat!). the 'reduction equation'
for the product in the form of an in.~nite series

Law+La1 w(l+r)+ ... +Lanw(l+r)n+ ... = Apa .
......

0

How far the reduction need be pushed in order to obtain a given
degree of approximation depends on the level of the rate of profits:
the nearer the latter is to its maximum, the further must the reduction
be carried. Beside the labour terms ther~ will always be a 'commodity
residue' consisting of minute fractions of every basic product; but it is
always possible, by carrying the reduction sufficiently far, to render the
residue so small as to.have, at any prefixed rate of profits short of R, a·
negligible effect on price. It is only at r = R thatthe residue becomes
all-important as the sole determinant of the price of the product.
47 As the rate of profits rises, the value of each of the labour term_s
is pulled in opposite directions by the rate of profits and by the wage,
and it moves up or down as the one or the other prevails. The relative
weight of these two factors varies of course at different levels of
distribution; and, besides, it varies differently in the case of terms of
different 'date', as we shall presently see.
We have seen (§30) that, if the·wage is expressed in terms of the.
Standard net product, when the rate of profits (r) changes, the wage
(w) moves as
w = I-~
R

where R is the maximum rate of profits .
.,. Substituting this expression for the wage in each term of the re-:duction-equation the general form of any nth labour term becomes .

Lan(l -i) (1 +r)n.
35
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Consider now the values assumed by this expression as r moves
from O to its maximum R.
1
\\. At r = 0 the value of a labour term depends exclusively on its
size, irrespective of date.
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Frn.. 2. Variation in value of 'Reduction terms' of different periods [Lnw(l +r)n]
relative to the Standard commodity as the rate of profits varies between zero and
R (assumed to be 25%).
The quantities of labour (Ln) in the various 'terms', which have been chosen
so as to keep the curves within the page, are as follows: L 0 = 1·04; L 4 = 1;
L 8 = 0·76; L 15 = 0·29; L 25 = 0·0525; L 50 = 0·0004.

With the rise of the rate of profits, terms divide into two groups:
those that correspond to labour done in a more recent past., which
begin at once to fall in value and fall steadily throughout; and those
representing labour more rerpote in time, which at first rise and then,
as each of them reaches its maximum value, turn and _begin the downward mov(!ment. In the end, at r = R, the wage vanishes and with
it vanishes the value of each labour term.
This is best shown by a selection of curves, representing terms of
widely different dates (n) and different quantities oflabour, such as is
· given in-Fig. 2. In this example R is supposed to be 25 %_It is as if the rate of profits, in its movement from Oto R, generated
a wave along the row of labour terms the crest of which was formed
36
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by successive terms, as one after the other they reached
mum value. At any value of therate of profits the term ~hich
its maximum has the 'date'
I-+- r
n = R-r"
And, conversely, the rate of profits at which any term o~ date n is
at its maximum is
\
r

=

R-!.
n

Accordingly, all the terms for which n

~ ~ have their maximum

at r = 0 and thus form the group of' recent dates' mentioned above
as falling in value throughout the increase of r.
48 The labour terms can be regarded as the constituent elements
of the price of a commodity, the combination of. which in varfous
proportions may, with the variation of the rate of profits, give rise to
complicated patterns of price-movement with several ups and downs. , .
The simplest case is that of the 'balanced commodity' (cf. §21) or
of its equivalent, the Standard commodity taken as an aggregate:
its Reduction.would result in a perfectly regular series, the quantity ·
oflabour in any term being equal to ( 1 + R) times the quantity in the
term immediately preceding it in date.
As an example of the more complicated type we may suppose two
products which,differ in three of their labour terms (chosen from those
represented in Fig. 2), while being identical in all the others. One of
them, 'a', has an excess of 20 units of labour applied 8 years before,
whereas the excess of the other, 'b', consists of 19 units employed in
the current year and 1 unit bestowed 25 years earlier. (They are
thus not unlike the familiar instances, respectively, of the wine aged
in the cellar and of the old oak made into a chest.) The difference
between their Standard prices at various rates of profits, namely

Pa-Pb = 20w(l +r) 8 -{19w+w(l +.r) 25 }
is represented in Fig. 3 on the folloyVing page.
The price of' old wine' rises relatively to the 'oak chest' as the rate
of profits, moves fr,om O to 9 %, then it falls between 9 % and 22 %,
to rise again from 22 % to 25 %37
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FIG. 3. Differ.cnce, at various rates of profits, between the;....P-ri_ces of two comJ.!!9dities which are produ!:~_by~qual gQ~o~u_r~qually_cl.!~tri§Jed
over time, with the excei:m_on_that:
·
·c1) a unit of commodity 'a' requires in addition 20 units of labour to be performed 8 years before its production is completed;
(2) a unit of commodity 'b' requires in addition I unit oflabour 25 years before
its production is completed and 19 units in the last year.
'r:,_he equation of the curve is

Pa-h
where

= 20w(I +r)
w

=

8

-{I9w+w(l +r) 25},
r
1-25%"

(The reduction to dated labour terms has some bearing on the
attempts that have been made to find in the 'period of production'
al_!_indep~!:1.9.~P:t measure of the quantity of capitl:1.1 whi~h could be
_gsed,,~thout arguingjn a cirde, for the determination of prices and of
the shares in distribution. But the case just considered seem~ conclusive
in showing the impossibility o(~gg~g.e,ting_ the._:_peri_q_g§_~J:J_eJ9:nging
to the several quantities of labour into a singl.~. m~gnitude which
could be regarded as representing the quantity of capital. The \·;,
reversals in the direction of the movement of relative prices, in the face
of unchanged methods of production, ~~~11.ot ~~ r~conciled with any
notion of capital as a measurable quan~ity independent of distribution and prices.)
49 There is however a restriction to the movement of the price o.f
any product: if as a result of a rise in the rate of profits the price falls;
its rate of fall cannot exceed the rate of fall of the wage. Thus, if we
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draw two lines which show how the price of a product 'a'
wage, both expressed in terms of the Standard commodity, vary ~th
the rise of the rate of profits, the price line cannot cut the wage line
more than once, and then only in one direction, such that ·the
price, from being lower:, becomes higher than ~the wage with the rise
of the rate of profits .
. This can be readily seen, whether we look at the Reduction sepes
or at the original production equation of' a'. Consider the former.
The only variables, beside the price of' a', are the wage and the rate
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4. Not more than one intersection is possible (in a system of
single-product industries).

of profits, which rises with the fall of the wage, so that the combined
effect of the two can never be a fall in the price more than in proportion to that of the wage.
If we turn to the production equation_ of commodity 'a', the prices
of the means of production might upset the proposition if they were
themselves capable of falling at a greater rate. But to see that this
is impossible it is sufficient to turn our attention to the product whose
rate of fall exceeds that of all the others: this product, since it cannot
have means of production which are capable of falling at a greater
rate than it does, must itself fall less than the wage.
The conclusion is not affected if instead of the Standard commodity, we take, as measure of wages and prices, any arbitrarily
chosen product, since what we are concerned with is the price39
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relation between labour and the given product, a relation which is
. independent of the medium adopted.
It" follows that if the wage is cut in terms of a7D7 commodity (no
matter whether it is one that will consequently rise or fall relatively
to the Standard) the rate of profits will rise; and vice versa for an
increase of the wage.
It also follows that if the wage is cut in terms of one commodity,
it is thereby cut in terms of all; and similarly for an increase. The
direction of change is the same in relation to all commodities,
however different may be the extent.
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PART II

MULTIPLE-PRODUCT INDUSTRIES
AND FIXED CAPITAL

CHAPTER VII

JOINT PRODUCTION 1
SO In Part I it has been assumed that each commodity was pro~
duced by a separate industry. We shall now suppose two of the
commodities to be jointly produced by a single industry (or rather
by a single process, as it will be more appropriate to call it in the
present context). The conditions would no longer be sufficient to
determine the prices. There would be more prices to be ascertained
than there are processes, and therefore equations, to determine them.
In these circumstances there will be room for a second, parallel
process which will produce the two commodities by a different method
and, as we shall suppose at first, in different proportions. Such a
parallel process will not only be possible-f:it will be necessary if the
number of processes is to be brought to equality with the number of
commodities so that the prices may be determine~ We shall therefore go a step further and assume that in such·cases a second process
or industry does in fact exist. 2
This may seem an unreasonable assumption to· make, implying as
it appears to do that in every case there will be available a second
method of production, distinct from the first and yet neither more nor
less productive, so as to be capable of being employed side by side
with it. But no such condition as to equal productiveness is implied,
nor would it have a definite meaning before the prices were determined; and, with different proportions of products, a set of prices
can generally be found at which two different methods are equally
profitable.
1 The next three chapters on Joint Production are in the main a preliminary to
the discussion of Fixed Capital and Land in chs. x and xr. Readers who find them
too abstract may like to move on to chs. x and XI and to refer back when necessary.
2
Incidentally, considering that the proportions in which the two commodities
#.¼re produced by any one method will in general be different from those in which
'they are required for use, the existence of two methods of producing them in
different proportions will be necessary for obtaining the required proportion of
the two products through an appropriate combination of the two methods.
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Therefore, any other method of producing the two commodities
will be compatible with the first, subject only to the general requirement of the resulting equations being mutually independent and
having at least one system of real solutions: which rules out, for
example, proportionality of both products and means of production
in the two processes. However (and this is the only economic restriction), while the equations may be formally satisfied by negative
solutions for the unknowns, only those methods of production are
practicable which, in the conditions actually prevailing (i.e. at the
given wage or at the given rate of profits) do not involve other than
positive prices.
The same result as to the determination of prices which is obtained
from the two commodities being jointly produced in different proportions by the two methods could be achieved (even though they were
produced in the same proportions) through their being used as means
of production in different proportions in various processes.
It could be achieved even if the two commodities were jointly
produced by only one process, provided that they were used as means
of production to produce a third commodity by two distinct processes;
and, more generally, provided that the number of independent processes in the system was equal to the number of commodities produced.
(The assumption previously made of the existence of 'a second
process' can now be replaced by the more general assumption that
the number of processes should be equal to the number of com-.
modities.)
. 51 The possibility of an industry having more than one product
makes it necessary to reconstruct to some extent the equations devised for the case of exclusively single-product industries. In order
to do so in a perfectly general way we shall, instead of regarding
joint products as the exception, assume them to be universal and to
apply to all processes and all products.
We consider a system of k distinct processes each of which turns
out, in various proportions, the same k products.
This does not rule out the possibility of some of the products
having a zero coefficient (that is to say, not being produced) in some
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of the processes: just as it has been admitted throughout that it is not ·
necessary for e~ch of the basic products to be used directly as.mean~ ..
of production by all the industries. ·
.
. ,
·-·--·• ..:
'The system of single-product industries is thus wbsumed as an,
extreme case in which each of the products, while having a positiv:e .
coefficient in one of the processes, has a zero coefficient in all the
others.
·
An industry or production-process is consequently characterised,
no longer by the commodity which it produces, but by the proportions in which it uses and the proportions in which it produces, the
various commodities.
Accordingly, in the present chapter, processes will be distinguished
(instead of, as formerly, by their products 'a', 'b', ... , 'k') by
arbitrarily assigned numbers 1, 2, ... , k.
Thus, Ai, B 1, ••• , K 1 will denote the quantities of the various goods
'a', 'b', ... , 'k' which are used as means of production in the first:_
process; A2 , B 2, ••• , K 2, those used in the second; ... , and Ak, Bk' ... , Kk,
those used in the last process.
The quantities of the various goods produced by each process, on the
other hand, to distinguish them from the means of production, will
have their suffix enclosed in parentheses: A(l), B(l), ... , Kci> being the
products of the first process; Ac2>, Bc'iJ, •.. , K<2> the products of the
second; ... , and Aw, B(k>, ... , KCk> the prqducts of the last process. .
Using for the rest the same notation as in the case of single-product
industries, the joint-production equations present themselves as
follows:
(A1Pa+B1h+ ... +K1A) (1+r)+L1W = Ac1>Pa+Bwh+ ... +Kc1>h
(AJJa+B2h+ ... +K2h) (l+r)+L2w = A(2)Pa+B<iJPb+ ... +Kcvh

. 52 We can also construct the Standard system in the same way
as was done in the case of exclusively single-product industries (§ 33);
namely by finding a set of multipliers which, applied to the k
productio.n-~quations, will result in the quantity of each commodity
in the agg:i;egate means of production of the system bearing to the
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quantity of the same commodity in the aggregate product a ratio
which is equal for all commodities.
Before proceeding to do so, however, it is necessary to remove
certain difficulties which stand in the way. These arise from the
greater complexity of the interrelations, which results on the one
hand in the creeping in of negative quantities and on the other in the
disappearance of the one-one relation between products and
industries.
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CHAPTER VIII

THE STANDARD SYSTEM W.ITH
JOINT PRODUCTS
· 53 As soon as we consider in detail the construction of a Standard
system with joint products, it becomes. obvious that some of the
multipliers may have to be negative.
Take for example the case of two products jointly produced by
each of two different methods. The possibility of varying the extent
to which one or the other method is employed ensures a certain
range of variation in the proportions in which the two goods may be
produced in the aggregate. But this range finds its limits in the
proportions in which the two goods are produced respectively h}'.:
each of the two methods, so that the limits are reached as soon as one
or the other method is exclusively employed.
Now suppose that in all cases in which two joint products 'a' and
'b' are used as means of production, the proportion in which 'a' is
emplqyed relatively to 'b' is invariably higher than the highest of the
proportions in which it is produced. In such circumstances we can say
from the outset that some process must enter the Standard system
with a negative multiplier: but whether such a multiplier will have ·
to be applied to the low producer or to a high user of commodity 'a'
cannot be determined a priori-it can only be discovered by the
solution of the system.
· 54 The most fertile ground for .negative multipliers, however, is
among non-basic products. (The latter need redefining in the new
circumstances, but it may be said in· advance that the main class,
namely products which are altogether excluded from the means of
production, will still be reckoned as non-basic; cf. § 60.)
Consider the case of two commodities (jointly produced in different ·
proportions by two processes) of which one is to be included in the
Standard. product while the other, not entering the means of pro-
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duction of any industry, must be excluded from the Standard
product. This will be effected by giving a negative multiplier to the
process that produces relatively more of the second commodity and
a positive one to the other process: the two multipliers being so proportioned that when the two equations are added up the two
quantities produced of the non-basic exactly cancel out, while a
positive balance of its companion product is retained as a component
of the Standard commodity.
Once negative multipliers have been admitted for some processes, others, which with regard to negative multipliers shine with a
reflected light, are liable to appear. Thus, if a raw material is directly
used in only one process, and that happens to be one that receives a
negative multiplier, the industry which produces the raw material
in question will itself have to follow suit and enter the Standard
system with a negative multiplier.
55

The outcome of this, since no meaning can be attached to the
'negative industries' which such multipliers entail, is that it becomes
impossible to visualise the Standard system as a conceivable rearrangement of the actual processes. vVe must therefore in the case
of joint-products be content with the system of abstract equations,
transformed by appropriate multipliers, without trying to think of it
as having a bodily existence. The raison d'etre of the Standard system, however, is to provide a
Standard commodity. ~din the case of the latter there is fortunately
no insuperable difficulty in conceiving as real the negative quantities
that are liable to occur among its components. These can be interpreted, by analogy with the accounting concept, as liabilities or
debts, while the positive components will be regarded as assets.
Thus a Standard commodity which includes both positive and
negative quantities can be adopted as money of account without too
great a stretch of the imagination provided that the unit is conceived
as representing, like a share in a company, a ,fraction of each. asset
and of each liability, the latter in the shape of an obligation to deliver
without payment certain quantities of particular commodities.
56
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57 There is another difficulty arising from the complexity of the
joint-products system that must be considered before we can go. on to .
construct the Standard commodity·. .
·
The criterion previously adopted for distinguishing between basic
and non-basic products (namely whether they .do, or do not, enter
directly or indirectly the means of production of all commodities)
now fails, since, each commodity being produced by several indus- •
tries, it would be uncertain whether a product which entered ·the;·
means of production of only one of the industries producing a given·.
commodity should or should not be regarded as entering directly the
means of production of that commodity. 1 And the uncertainty would
naturally extend to the question whether it did or did not enter
'indirectly' the production of commodities into which the latter
entered as means of production.

Taking advantage of the circumstance that all the three
distinct types of non-basics which are met in the .single-products
system find their equivalents in the case of multiple-product industries, we shall begin by defining for the latter casethe three types·
of non-basics, each as the extension of the corresponding singleproduct type (cf. § 35).
(I) . Products which do not enter the means of production of any :
of the industries. This type can be immediately extended to the
multiple-products system without need of adaptation.
(2) Products each of which enters only its ow1imeans of production.
The ·equivalent of this type in the multiple system is a commodity
which enters the means of production of each of the processes by
which it is itself produced, and of no others-but enters them to such
an extent that the ratio of its quantity among the means of produc- ·
tion to its quantity among the products is exactly the same in each;
of the processes concerned.
(3) Products which only enter the means of production of an
inter~onnected grou:p of non-basics;. in other words, produ~ts which,·
58

1 The trouble, however, ·lies deeper and as we shall presently see there would be
uncertainty even if the commodity entered directly the means of production of all
the processes in the system. Cf. below, §59.

4
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as a group, behave in the same way as a non-basic of the second type
does individually.
In order to define in the multiple system of k processes the type which
· corresponds to this third case we shall (supposing the inter-connected
group to consist of three products, 'a', 'b' and 'c ') arrange the
quantities in which these commodities enter any one process, as means
of production, and as products, in a row: we shall thus obtain k rows
ordered in 2 x 3 columns as follows :1
Ai BI C1 Ac1> B(I) c(I)
A2 B2 C2 Aez> Bc2> Cc2>
Ak

).

Bk

ck

Ack>

Bu,>

c(k,

The condition for the three products being non-basic is that not
more than three of the rows should be independent, the other rows
being obtainable from combinations of those three rows formed after
giving them suitable multipliers. (See for the general definition§ 60.)
59 The third type may give rise to curiously intricate patterns.
An example will indicate the possibilities in this direction .
. Suppose that, in a system of four processes and four products, two
commodities, 'b' and 'c ', are jointly produced by one process, and
are produced by no other; but while 'b' does not enter the means of
production of arry process, 'c' enters the means of all the four processes. Supposing the process that produces 'b' and 'c' to be
represented by the equation

(A1Pa+C1Pc+K1A) (1 +r) +L1w = Ac1>Pa+Bc1>h+C(I)Pc+KwA

the 'rows' for the two commodities will be
C1 B(J)
C2
C3
C4

Cc1>

I,

Only the first row and any one of the three others are independent,
the remaining two rows being linear transformations· of the latter.
So that both 'b' and 'c' are non-basic.
1

Some of the quantities may of c~se be zero.
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If we look at the rriatter from ·the standpoint of constructing the
Standard system, while it is obvious that 'b' is incapable of entering
the Standard commodity,' c' appears at first sight to be a suitable com- ·
ponent of it. However, since 'b' occurs only in one process, the only
way to eliminate 'b' is to omit that process altogether (i.e. to give it
a zero multiplier). But that process was also the exclusive producer
of' c ', so that 'c' now survives only on the side of the means of pro:duction and therefore becomes incapable of entering the· Standard
commodity. So·' c' must.itself be eliminated, which is to be done by
subtracting one of the remaining equations from each of the others,
after giving it in each case an appropriate multiplier which will
result in cancelling out every quantity of' c '. ,
60 The formal definition just given is not nearly so satisfactory
from the economic standpoint as the intuitive criterion of 'entering,
or not entering, the means of production of all commodities' which it
supersedes. It has, however, .die advantage of greater- generality.
It is clear, to begin with, that the first two types of non-~asics can
be absorbed, as particular cases, ·in the third~
,The definition covers; besides, the three types ·of the single~
products system. (It is indeed quite general and, as the example of
§59 suggests, it includes also a final type of non-basic, which is to be
introduced subsequently, namely commodities which enter th~
means of production but are _not produced-a type of which land is
the outstanding example.)
·:
We can therefore give this general formulation of the distinction
between basic and non-basic goods:
In a system of k productive processes and k commodities (no matter
whether produced singly or jointly) we say that a commodity or more
generally a group of n linked commodities (where n must be smaller
thank and may be equal to I) are non-basic if of the k rows (formed by
the 2n quantities in which they appear in each process) 'not more than
n rows are independent, the others being linear combinations of
these. 1
1 In the,language of algebra, the matrix of k rows and 2n columns is ofrank less
than, or equal to, n.
its)
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All commodities which do not satisfy this condition are basic.
(Note that, as has been stated in §6, every system is assumed to
include at least one basic product.)
61 It follows directly from this that we can, by linear transformations, entirely eliminate the non-basic commodities from the system,
both on the side of the means of production and on that of the products. That is to say, we can find a set of multipliers (some positive
and some negative) which applied to the original k equations make it·
possible to combine them into a smaller number of equations (equal
in number to the basic products) in each of which any quantity of a
non-basic is cancelled by an equal quantity of opposite sign, so that
only basics are included in quantities different from zero .
. This operation achieves the same result as is obtained in the singleproducts system by the much simpler method of crossing out the
equations of the industries which produce non-basics (§35). In both
cases the effect is to simplify the subsequent steps in the argument.

If the number of basic products isJ, the system thus obtained
will. consist of J equations: these may be described as the Basic
equations .
. Supposing theJ basic commodities to be 'a', 'b', ... , 'j' we shall
denote the net quantities in which they appear in a Basic equation
by barred letters A, B, ... , J to distinguish them from the quantities
in the original processes. The Basic equations will accordingly be as
follows:

, 62

(A1Pa+BrPb+ ... +°YiP) (I+r)+Liw = AwPa+Bmh+ ... +YwPi
(AzPa +B2Pb + ·.. +I2Pj) (I +r) +L2w = Ac2>Pa +B<.2>Pb + ... +Jc2>Pi
(~Pa+Bjpb+ ... +~P) (l+r)+Ljw = 'i½>Pa+B(j)h+ ... +Jcj)Pj
This system is equivalent to the original one inasmuch as the
values which it determines for R and the prices will necessarily be
also solutions of that system.
It differs however from the original system, not only for excluding
non-basics, but in two other respects. In the first place a Basic
equation does not in general represent a productive process-it is
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merely the result of combining the equations of a number of pro-: ·
cesses. In the second place it may contain negative quantities· as
well as positive ones.
63 The Basic equations are designed for the construction of the ,
Standard product. 1 The multipliers q1, q2 , ••• , q3 which applied to the.
j Basic equations give the Standard system are determined by ·the
follm0ng equations:

(,Ai q1 +-A:iq2+ ··· +~qi) (1 +R) =

Ac1iq1 +Ac2iq2+ ··· +AcMi

(B1 q1 +B2 q2+ ... +iliqJ (l +R) = Bc1iq1 +ill.:i)q2+ ... +ilci>qi
(.fiq1+J2q2+ ... +~qi) (_l+R) = ~1?q1+Jc2iq2+ ... +J;i>qi
The equations give an equation for R of the jth degree, so that
there may be up to j possible values of R and corresponding sets of
values of the q's; and each set will represent a Standard commodity
of different composition.
64 In deciding which, among the j possible sets of values, is the .
one relevant to the economic system, we can no longer rely on there
being, as the obvious choice, a value of R to which corresponds an allpositive Standard commodity; for in a system of joint production all_
may include negative quantities among their components.
If, however, we reconsider the matter from the standpoint of the
single-products system, we shall find t:qat while an all-positive Stan- .
dard appeals to commonsense, its superiority is due at least as much
to its being at the same time (as .was shown in §42) the one that
corresponds to the lowest possible value of R. And we shall see that
the possession of this last property is by itself sufficient to make the
Standard net product that is endowed with it (no matter whether allpositive or otherwise) the one eligible for adoption as unit of wages
and prices.
In effect suppose .that, R' being the lowest possible value of R, we
adopted as unit the Standard prod~ct corresponding to another value,
1 It would have been possible to construct the Standard product directly from
the original equations, and the final result would of course have been the same.
Why it has .seemed simpler to go through the intermediate stage of the Basic
equations is explained in Appendix 0.

.:·
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say R", larger than R'. As the wage w measured in this Standard was
gradually reduced from 1 it would, before reaching 0, arrive at a
level w' such that
R"(l-w') = R'
when the rate of profits would be equal to R'.
If, at such level of w, we reckon on the basis of R', the wage must
be zero, since the rate of profits is at its maximum; while on the basis
o~ R" the wage must be positive since the rate of profits is below its
maximum. The reconciliation is effected'.through the wage w' being a
positive quantity of a composite commodity the exchange value of
which is zero. This is because (as was shownin§41) the exchange value
of a Standard.commodity the composition of which corresponds to one
solution of R (in our case R") at the :prices ~hat correspond to another
solution of R (in our case R') is zero.
This implies that, in these circumstances, the prices of all commodities would, in terms of the chosen Standard, be infinite. Such a
result is. economically meaningless. This anomaly, however, can be
avoided if we adopt as unit the Standard net product that corresponds
to the lowest of the values of R. This is the only Standard product in
terms of which, at all the levels of the wage from 1 to O (and so at all
the levels of the rate of profits from O to its maximum), it is possible
for the prices of commodities to be finite.

The distinction between basics and non-basics has become so
abstract in the Multiple-products system (whether because of the way
in which it is defined or of the way in which it is applied in the
construction of a Standard commodity) that it may be wondered
whether it has retained any economic content at all.
From the start, however, the chief economic implication of the
distinction was that basics have an essential part in the determination
of prices and the rate of profits, while non-basics have none. And
this we shall find to be still true under the new definition.
In the Single-products system this meant that, if an improvement
took place in the method of production of a basic commodity, the
result would necessarily be a change in the rate of profits and in the
65
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prices of all commodities; while a similar improvement in the. case\
of a non-basic would affect only its particular price.
This cannot be extended directly to a system of multiple produ~ts,
where both basics and non-basics may be produced by the same
process. We can however find an equivalent in' a tax (or subsidy) on
the production of a particular commodity. Such a tax is best conceived as a tithe, which can be defined independently of prices and
has the same effect as would have a fall in the output the commodity
in question all other things (namely the quantities of its means of production and of its companion products) remaining unchanged.
A ta.'{ on a basic product then will affect all prices and cause a
fall in the rate of profits that corresponds to a given wage, while if
imposed on a non-basic it will have no effect beyond the price of the
t~xed commodity and those of such other non-basics as may be linked
with it. 1 This is obvious ifwe consider that the transformed system of
Basic equations, which by itself determines the rate of profits and the
prices of basic products, cannot be affected by changes in the quantity .or price of non-basics which are not part of the system. ··

or

1 The effect which the tax has on the price of a non-basic will vary with the
type of non-basic. If it does not enter any of the means of production, its price
will rise by the amount of the tax. If it enters its own means of production, its
· price will change to the extent required to maintain the original ratio of the value
of the aggregate product of the process (after deduction of the wage and of the
tax) to the value of its aggregate means of production. If it belongs to a group of
interconnected non-basics, the prices of all or some of the components of the group
will change so as to maintain that ratio. (In the example of §59 if the production
of commodity 'c' were taxed, the price of 'c' itself would be unaffected and the
brunt would be borne by the price of 'b' which would have to rise to the necessary
extent.)
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OTHER EFFECTS OF JOINT
PRODUCTION
66 It remains now to see to what extent the other conclusions
reached in the case of single-product industries are applicable to
joint-products.
One of those clearly needing verification is the rule that, when the
rate of profits is zero, the relative value of commodities is proportional to the quantity of labour which, directly and indirectly, has
gone to produce them(§ 14). For in the case ofjoint-products there is
no obvious criterion for apportioning the labour among individual
products, and indeed it seems doubtful whether it makes any sense
to speak of a separate quantity of labour as having gone to produce
one of a number of jointly produced commodities. We certainly get
no help from the 'Reduction' approach, that is to say from looking
upqn the quantity oflabour as being ascertained by tracing back the
successive units of labour bestowed at various times on the product;
for this method seems totally inapplicable to the case of jointproducts. (The question is further referred to in §68.)
However, with the system of single-product industries we had an
alternative if less intuitive line of approach in the method of 'Subsystems' (see Appendix A) by which it was possible to determine for
each of the commodities composing the net product the share of the
aggregate labour which could be regarded as directly or indirectly
entering its production. Now this method, with appropriate adaptation, is capable of extension to a system of joint-products, so that the
conclusion about the quantity oflabour 'contained' in a commodity
and its proportionality to value at zero profits can also, without any
straining of the ordinary meaning of words, be extended to commodities jointly produced.
Take first the case of two commodities which are jointly woduced
. by each of two processes in different proportions; but instead of
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looking separately at the two processes and their products, .let\us
consider the system as a whole and suppose that quantities of both
commodities are included in the net product of the system. We shall
further assume that the system is in a self-replacing state and that,
whenever the net product is changed, the self-replacing state is
immediately restored by means of suitable adjustments in the proportions of the processes composing it.
It may be noted as a preliminary that it is possible to change,--·:·
within certain limits, the prop~rtions in which the two commodities r
are produced if we alter the relative sizes of the two processes by each
of which (although in different proportions) they are jointly produced.
Now, if we wish to increase by a given amount the quantity in
which a commodity enters the net product of the system, while
leaving all the other components of the net product unchanged, we
normally must increase the total labour employed by society. It is,
therefore, natural to conclude that the quantity by which labour has
to be increased for this purpose goes in its entirety, whether directly.
or indirectly, to produce the additional quantity of the commodity in
question. The commodity added will, at the price corresponding to a
zero rate of profits, obviously be equal in value to the additional
quantity of labour.
This conclusion seems no less cogent for a commodity which is
jointly produced with another, than for one which is produced
s~parately. Nor is the conclusion affected by the circumstance that
it will in general be necessary, in order to maintain the self-replacing
state, to change the quantities of the means of production used in the:
system, since any additional labour needed to produce the latter is
included as indirect labour in the quantity that produces the
addition to the net product. 1
1 The adjustments envisaged include, since joir~.t-products are present, the
contraction of some of the processes, and thus we might fall again into the
awkwardness of 'negative industries'. This, however, can in general be avoided,
provided that the initial increase of the commodity in question is supposed to be
sufficiently small, and that the net product of the system is assumed to comprise
at the start sufficiently large quantities of all the products, so that any necessary
contraction can be absorbed by existing processes, without the ·need of any of
them having to receive a negative coefficient.
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67 A similar reasoning can be applied to the case of two commodities ('a' and 'b ') which are jointly produced by only one
process, but are used as means of production, in different relative
quantities, by two processes each of which produces singly the same
commodity 'c '.
While in this case we cannot change the proportions in which the
two commodities appear in the output of the industry producing
them, nevertheless we can, by altering the relative size of the two
processes using them, vary the relative quantities in which they are
used as means for producing a given quantity of' c '. In this way we
can vary the relative quantities in which the two enter the means of
production of the system and this by itself (since the relative quantities in which the two enter the gross product are fixed) alters the
relative quantities in which they respectively enter the net social
product.
It is thus possible, as in the previous case, by an addition to the
total labour, to arrive at a new self-replacing state, in which a
quantity of one of the two joint products, say 'a', is adde~ to the net
product, while all the other components of the latter remain
unchanged. And we can accordingly conclude that the addition to
labour is the quantity which directly and indi~ectly is required to
produce the additional amount of commodity 'a'.

68 As noted above, while the method just outlined is an extension
of the approach by sub-systems, there is no equivalent in the case of
joint-products to the alternative method, namely Reduction to a
series of dated labour terms. In effect it is of the essence of such a
Reduction that each commodity should be produced separately and
by only one industry, and the whole operation consists in tracing
back the successive stages of a single-track productive process.
To re-create with joint products the conditions necessary for such
an operation we should have to give a negative coefficient to one of
the two joint-production equations and a positive one to the other,
so as to eliminate one of the products while retaining the other in
isolation. Consequently some of the terms in the Reduction would
represent negative quantities of labour, for which no reasonable
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interpretation could be suggest"ed. What is worse, since -the series
would contain both positive. and negative terms, the· 'commodity
residue' instead of decreasing towards zero at the successive stages
of approximation, might show steady or even widening fluctuations;
so that the series would not converge, that is to say, its sum would not
tend to a finite limit. (An example of this type will be found in§ 79.)
The Reduction could not even be attempted if the two products
were jointly produced by a single process, or by two processes in the
same proportions, since the apportioning of the value and of the
quantities oflabour between the two products would depend entirely
on the way in which the products were used as means of production
for other commodities.
69 .Another statement that calls for reconsideration at this stage ,
is the proposition that, if the prices of all commodities are positive at
any one level of the wage between I and 0, no price can become
negative as a result of the variation of the wage within those limits
(§39). It may be said at once, however, that this proposition is _not
capable of extension to the case of joint products. The grounds· on
which it rested in the case of a system of single-product industries was
that the price of a commodity could only become negative if the
price of some other commodity (which was used as one of its means
of production) had become negative first-so that no commodity
could ever be the first to do so. But in the case ofjoint products there
is a way round and the price of one of them might become negative,
provided the balance was restored by a rise in the price ofits companion ,
product sufficient to maintain the aggregate value of the two products
above that of their means of production by the requisite margin.
70 This conclusion is not in itself very startling. All that it
implies is that, although in actual fact all prices were positive, a .
change in the wage might ·create a situation the logic of which
required some of the prices to turn negative:· and this being unacceptable, those among the methods of production that gave rise to
such a result would be discarded to make room for others which in
the new situation were consistent with positive prices.
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But when the above conclusion is related to what we have previously seen concerning the quantity oflabour entering a commodity,
the combined effect of the two is indeed such as to require some
explanation. For what is involved is not merely that, e.g., in the
remote contingency of the rate of profits falling to zero, the price of
such a commodity would, if other things remained equal, have to
become negative; but that we are driven to the conclusion that in
the actual situation, with profits at the perfectly normal rate of, say,
6 %, that commodity is in fact being produced by a negative quantity
of labour..
This"looks at first as if it were a freak result of abstraction-mongering that can have no correspondence in reality. But if we apply
to it the test employed for the general case in §66, and under the
conditions there &scribed we suppose that the quantity of such a
commodity entering the net product of the system is increased (the other
components being kept unchanged), we shall find that as a result the
aggregate quantity of labour employed by society has indeed been
diminished.
Nevertheless, since the change in production is carried out while
the ruling rate of profits is, as in the above example, at 6 %·and the
system of prices is the one appropriate to that rate, nothing abnormal
will be noticeable: in effect the diminution in the expense for labour
will be more than balanced by an increased charge for profits, so that
the addition to net output will entail a positive addition to cost of
production.
What happens is that in order to effect the required change in the net
. product, one of the two joint-production processes must be expanded
while the other is contracted; and in the case under consideration
the expansion of the former process employs (either directly or
through such other processes as it carries in its train to ensure full
replacement) a quantity of labour which is smaller, but means of
production which at the prices appropriate to the given rate of profits
are of greater value, and therefore attract a heavier charge for profits,
than does (under a similar proviso) the contraction of the latter
process.
It seems unnecessary to show in detail that what has been said in
'•,,
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this section concerning negative quantities offabour can be exte~~~I(
(on the same lines as was done for positive quantities in §67) to th~
case in which two commoditi~s are jointly produced by only one
process, but are used as means of production by two distinct processes
both producing a third commodity.
71 There is one further proposition about prices which needs
reconsideration in the case of joint products.
We have seen (§49) that with single-product industries when the
wage falls in terms of the· Standard commodity no product can fall
in price, in the same standard, at a high~r rate than does the wage.
This conclusion was based on the consideration that, were a product
able to do so, it must be owing to one of its means of production
falling in price at a _still highe~ rate; and since this could not apply
to the product that fell at the highest rate of all,. that product itself
could not fall at a higher rate than the wage. ·
With one of a group ofjoint products, howev:er, there is the alterna::
tive possibility that the other commodities jointly produced with it
should rise in price (or suffer only a moderate fall) with the fall of the
wage so ·as to make up, in the aggregate product of the industry, for
any excessive fall of the first c'ommodity's price. To such a rise there is
no limit and therefore there is none to the rate at which one of the
several joint products may fall in price.
But as soon as it is admitted that the price of one, out of two or
more joint products, can fall at a higher rate than does the wage, it
follows that even a singly produced commodity can do so, provided
that it employs, as one of its means of production, and to a sufficient
extent,. the joint product so falling.
The possibility that the price of a product may fall faster than
the wage has some notable consequences. The first is ·that the rule
that the fall of the wage in any standard involves a rise in the rate of
profits must now admit of an exception..
Suppose that a 10 per cent fall in the Standard wage entails (at a
certain level) a larger proportionate fall, say 11 per cent, in the price,
also measured in Standard product, of commodity 'a'. This means
72
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that labour has risen in value by about I per cent relative to commodity 'a'. If therefore we were to express the wage in terms of
commodity ' a', a fall in such a wage over the same range would
involve a rise in the Standard wage and consequently a fall in the rate
of profits.
We can thus no longer speak of a rise or of a fall in the wage unless
we specify the standard, for what is a rise in one standard may be a
1
fall in another ..
For the same reasons it becomes possible for the wage-line and the
price-line of commodity 'a' to intersect more than once as the rate
of profits varies.
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5. Several intersections are possible in a system of
multiple-product industries.

AB a result, to any one level of the wage in terms of commodity 'a'
there may correspond several alternative rates of profits. (In Fig. 5
the several points of intersection represent equality in value between
a unit of labour and a unit of commodity 'a', i.e. the same wage in
terms of' a' ; but of course they represent different levels of the wage
in terms of the Standard commodity.) On the other hand, as in the
case of the single-products system, to any one level of the rate of
profits there can only correspond one wage, whatever the standard
in which the wage is expressed.
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CHAPTER X

FIXED CAPITAL
The interest of Joint Products does not lie so much m the
familiar examples of wool and mutton, or wheat ~nd straw, as in
its being the genus of which Fixed Capital is the leading species.
And it is mainly as an introduction to the subject of fixed capital
that the preceding chapters devoted to the intricacies ofjoint products
find their place.
• We shall regard durable instruments of production as part of the
annual intake of a process, on the same footing as such means of
production (e.g. raw materials) as are entirely usecl up in the course
of a year; while what is left of them at the end of the year will be
treated as a portion of the annual joint produc:t of the ~dustry, of
which the more conspicuous part consists of the marketable co~".'
modity that is the primary object of the process.
· For example, a knitting-machine enters the means of production
at the beginning of the year, along with the yarn, the fuel, etc., with
which it is employed; and at the end of the year the partly worn-out,
older machine which emerges from the process will be regarded as a
joint product with the year's output of stockings.
73

' 74 This point of view implies that the same machine, at different
ages, should be treated as so many different products, each with its
own price. In order to determine these prices, an equal number of
additional equations (and therefore of processes) is required.
, Accordingly, an industry which e:r;nploys a durable instrument
must be regarded as being subdivided into as many separate processes as are the years of the. total life of the instrument in question.
Each of these processes is distinguished by the fact that it uses an
instrument of a different age; and each of them 'produces', Jointly
with a qua:I?-tity of a marketable commodity, an instrument a year
older than the one which it uses-with the exception of the process
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using the expiring instrument in its last year, which produces singly
the marketable commodity (or, at most, in addition, the residual
scrap if it has any value). 1
These processes need not be separate in ownership or in operation,
and will indeed often be run side by side in the same shed; all that is
necessary is that the amounts of means of production and labour
employed by each should be separately ascertainable by the use of
measures of quantity, without need of knowing the values-so that
an independent production equation can be set up for each. 2 I
Nor is it necessary that the instruments belonging to successive agegroups should actually be marketed for their prices to be effective;
since even though these are only book-values, they are the basis for
correctly allocating the profits and making allowance for depreciation
in the case of each age~group: 'correctly' in the sense ofjust fulfilling
the original condition of making possible the replacement of the
means of production and the payment of a uniform rate of profits.
This can be seen if we compare the results of the method here proposed with the usual way of calculating the depreciation and interest
on a fixed capital asset.
The 'usual' method just referred to is as follows.
Supposing a machine 'm' to work with constant efficiency throughout its life, the annual charge to be paid for interest and depreciation
in respect ofit must be constant, if the price of all units of the product
is to be uniform. This annual charge will be equal to a fixed annuity,
the present value of which, calculated on the basis of the general rate
of profits r, is equal to the original price of the machine. If that price
75

1 If the scrap (metal, timber, etc.) is interchangeable in use with some other
material already accounted for, it simply assumes the price of the latter without
need of an additional process; if it is not completely interchangeable (e.g. scrap iron
as compared with pig iron), then there will be room for two processes, producing
the same commodity (e.g. steel), but differing in the proportions in which they
use the two types of material.
2
This does not rule out the possibility of there being overheads which cannot
· be allotted without going through the process of valuation. Where such exist,
they merely represent another case of joint production superimposed on the case
under consideration and like all such cases they both require and allow of a
sufficient number of processes to determine the allocation of the joint costs.
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is Pmo and the life of the machine is n years, the annuity,: as 01;1~ can
find from any handbook of commercial arithmetic, is
··
r(I +r)n
Pmo(l +r)n- 1

which is therefore the annual charge on the machine.
76 On the other hand, the method here proposed is based on the
equations for the separate processes which correspond to the successive ages of the machine. The quantity of machines. of a given type
that are required to produce annually Gcg) (a quantity of a commodity) will be denoted by M 0 when they are new, by M 1 when they
are one-year old, etc., and by Mn-I when they enter their last year
of usefulness; their respective prices, or book-values, .per unit will be
denoted by Pm0 , Pm 1 , ••• , Pmcn-i>· Under the condition.assumed above
of constant efficiency throughout the life of the machine, the equations representing the production of a commodity·' g' by the em-.
ployment of the machine 'm ', using for the rest the same notation
as in §51, will be

s
(MoPma+Agpa+ ... +Kgh) (l+r)+Lgw

= G(gJPg+M1Pm1

5

(M1Pm1 +AgPa+ ... +Kgh) (1 +r) +Lgw = G(g)Pg+M2Pm2

The quantities of means of production, of labour and of the main
product are equal in the several processes in accordance with the
assumption of constant efficiency during the life of the machine. This
circumstance makes it possible for the whole group to be combined
into a single expression. If we multiply the n equations respectively
by (I +!) 11 - 1, (I +r) 11 - 2, ••• , (I +r), I and add them, the machines
of intermediate ages (above zero and under·n years) which appear
on both sides cancel out and we obtain
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where the first term represents the annual charge for the machine
and is identical with the expression that we obtained above (§ 75) by
the annuity approach.
77 While the two methods give the same result in the extremely
simplified case of constant efficiency to which both can be applied,
the advantage of the joint-production-equations method is that it is
not restricted to that case but has general validity. It will give the
'correct' answer in every case, no matter how complex, over the life
of a durable instrument of production, may be the pattern of falling
productivity or increasing maintenance and repairs. It will, besides,
make due allowance for any variation in the prices of the different
materials and services required.
In every case the price at any given ag:e of a durable instrument of
pr~duction .or fixed capital asset, as it results from the equations,
represents its correct book-value after depreciation. The difference
between the values of the asset at two consecutive ages gives the
allowance to be made for depreciation for that year. And this latter
amount (for example, M 1pm1 -lvl2 pm2 ) added to the profit at the
general rate on the value of the asset at the beginning of the year
(M1Pm/) gives the a1=!_1'1:11al ch~rgeJe>r that year. This charge will in
general not be constant but changing, and probably falling, with the
ageing of the instrument or asset.

The depreciation of a machine, however, is not determined
exclusively by its employment in one particular industry, as the
above might seem to imply.
The same type of machine (e.g. a lorry) may be used in several
industries and it may be subject to greater wear and tea~ when em. ployed in one than in the other and have a shorter life; or, even if the
total life is the same, its efficiency may fall at different rates from
year to year or require more repairs.
78
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Since the price of the new machine is the same for all industries it
can continue to be denoted by Pm· But in successive years it may
have a different book-value according to the use to which it is put.
The new uses will be represented by additional equations and the
new book-values by additional symbols. Thus we may call .,Mg1Pmg1 ,
Mg 2 Pmg2 , etc.· the machines at successive ages multiplied by their
respective book-values in the 'g' industry; Mh 1 Pmhi' Mh 2 Pmhz' etc.
those in the 'h' industry, and so on.
If in all the industries the machine had the same working life and
constant efficiency, the book-values for each age would be .equal in
all of them, since the annual charges would all be equal to the
annuity described in§ 75.
79 We now turn to inquire to what extent the complications that
arise with Joint Products in general apply to the particular case of
Fixed Capital. First as regards 'reduction'.
The equations for fixed capital make it easy tO" see how an attempt -·
to effect the 'reduction' of a durable instrument to a series of dated
quantities of labour will in general fail. To take the simplest case,
suppose that a machine has a life of two years and its efficiency is
constant. The equations would be

(M0Pm 0 +AgPa+ ... +Kgh) (1 +r) +Lgw = Gcg>Pg+M1Pm1
(M1Pm1 +AgPa+ ... +KgA) (1 +r) +Lgw = Gcg>Pg·

Now the first step towards the 'reduction' of the one-year-old
machines M 1 to a series of labour terms is to subtract -the second
equation from the first so as to isolate M 1, leaving it as the sole
product on the right-hand side. As a result of this there appears a
similar quantity M 1 among the means of production; it has, however,
a negative sign and its price is multiplied by (l+r).
This is by itself.sufficient to show that we are engaged in a blind
alley: for when we come to the 'reduction' of the negative term containing M1, there will appear among its residual means of prod.uction
a positive M 1 ; and so, with successive steps, M 1 will constantly reappear, alternately positive and negative, and in each case multiplied
by a higher power of (1 +r). This will make it impossible on the one
67
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hand for the residual aggregate of commodities to tend to vanishingpoint and on the other for the sum oflabour terms to tend to a limit.
(This conclusion, based on the assumption of constant efficiency,
holds a fortiori when the product of a machine diminishes with age;
but it would cease to be true, and the 'reduction' to dated labour
terms, some positive and some negative, would become possible if
the annual product were to increase with age.)
80 Now consider how the value of a machine varies with its age.
(For the sake of simplicity we take as in the previous example a
machine of constant efficiency.). If we assume the rate of profits to
be zero, the value of such a machine will fall by equal steps of 1/nth
of the original value for each of the n years of its life.
Since in this case of zero profits the original value represents the
quantity of labour that has been required to produce the machine, it
is natural to extend this notion to the subsequent years and say that
its value at any given age represents the quantity of labour which it
'embodies', that is to say the quantity which has gone to produce it,
minus such quantities as year by year have passed into its product.
(What is more, this can be verified by the method described in §§ 66-7
and Appendix A, as is done in the following section.)

81 Suppose that a tractor requires, directly and indirectly,
4 units of labour to produce it and has a life of four years with
constant efficiency: what is being suggested is that at the. end of the
first year's operation it will 'contain' only 3 units of labour, at the
end of the second 2, etc., and at the end of the fourth, when it is
ready to be scrapped, none.
To prove this we shall compare two systems which differ in their
net products. We start with a self-replacing system the annual net
product of which consists of, say, 1000 tons of wheat. It employs
20 tractors equally divided between the four age-groups of 0, 1, 2,
3 years; these require for replacement the production . of 5 new
· tractors annually.
Next we introduce a second self-replacing system, similar to the
preceding one in every respect, except that its net annual product
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includes some tractors which are half-way through their life. Thus,
besides 1000 tons of wheat, the net product of this system ·will include ·
2 two-year-old tractors. We have t~ show that the second system must
employ an extra 4 units of labour, i.e. the quantity said to be 'contained' in two tractors of that age.
Such a system to be self-replacing must, first of all, have amorig
its means of production 2 additional one-year-old tractors and 2
additional new ones: these require for replacement 2 new tractors
annually.
Since there are now at work an extra 4 tractors, whereas the quantity of wheat in the net product must remain unchanged, the former
team of tractors must be reduced from 20 to 16, if the total number
(20) is to remain as before: these 16 being still equally spread over
the four ages, and requiring 4 (instead of 5) new tractors annually
for replacement. Thus, although there are, as before, only 20 tractors
at work, the output of 'new' (i.e. zero-age) tractors must be raised
from 5 to 6 (i.e. 2 + 4) with the consequent .employment by the .....
system of 4 extra units oflabour. No 'new' tractors are added to the
net product (since all the 6 are required for the replacement ofrrieans
of production) and the net product of the 4 units of labour is 2 twoyear-old tractors.
82 If the rate of profits is zero, the criterion of equal depreciationquotas for equal efficiency in successive years ensures equal prices
for identical units of product, no matter what the age of the machines
by which they are produced. But as soon as the rate of profits rises .
above zero, equal depreciation quotas would entail different charges
(the 'charge' consisting of depreciation plus profit) on machines of
different ages, since at any given rate of profits less would be payable
for profits on the older and partly written-down machines;. and
therefore equal depreciation would be inconsistent with equal prices
for all units of th~ product.
The equality of price can therefore only be maintained if the
annual depreciation quotas are increased on the older m·achines
relatively to the newer ones, so as to restore the equality of the
charge at d.ifferent ages. Thus, if we look at any one machine· of a
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given age, the year's depreciation quota for it will change with the
rise in the rate of profits. The sum, however, of the annual depreciation
quotas over the whole lifetime of a machine must under all circum- stances be constant, since it must be equal to its original price. The
quotas for the later years must therefore rise by exactly as much as
those for the earlier years fall.
Each depreciation quota is naturally equal to the difference between
the values of the durable instrument in two consecutive years of its
life. As a result the value of the instrument, instead of falling with
age by equal annual steps, will as soon as a rate of profits emerges
fall by steps which are bigger the higher is the age: and the higher
the rate of profits the more will the steepness of the downward steps
increase with age.
83 We now turn from the standpoint of the life-progress of a
single machine to the standpoint of a complete range of n similar
machines, each being one year older than the preceding one, and
thus forming a group such as we might find in a self-replacing
system. The requirement that the life-sum of the depreciation quotas
shoµld be constant and independent of the rate of profits is now
embodied in the fact that under all circumstances such a group is
maintained simply by bringing in a new machine every year.
But the re~istribution over the various ages of this constant
life-sum has the remarkable effect that with any rise in the rate of
profits the value of the group as a whole rises relative to the original
value of a new machine. This is the necessary result of the fact just
noticed that with increasing age the value of a durable instrument
falls by equal steps in successive years if the rate of profits is zero, but
if the rate of profits is greater than zero the downward steps increase
in size with age.
To see how this comes about, let us consider the position of an
instrument which has reached any given age t out of a total life
of n years. The sum of the steps by which its value has fallen
during the first t years of its life is smaller if r > 0 than if r = 0;
so that the sum of the steps by which it will fall to nothing in the
remainder of its life, which is of course equal to its value at the
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present moment, is larger if r > 0 than if r = 0. By a similar
reasoning it can be further seen that its value will not only be higher
when r > 0, but will continue to rise with any increase of r.
There is, however, a limit to the rise in value of such an instrument
even if the rate of profits were to rise without limit, and the limit to
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FrG. 6. Book value of a durable instrument at various rates of profit.
(The instrument is supposed to have a life of 50 years at co~tant efficiency.)
Each stepped curve shows how, at a given rate of profits, the value of the instrument
falls as its age increases. The area enclosed between each curve and the axes is proportional to the value of a set of 50 instruments of even age-distribution. Taking
the value of a new instrument as unity, their aggregate value, which is 25 at r = 0,
rises to 29·5 at r = 2½ %, to 34 at 5 %, to 39·5 at 10 % and to 44 at 20. %: it can of
course never exceed 50.

which it tends is the value of a new instrument. If the total life of an
instrument is n years, and its value when new is 1, at the age. of t
years its value is
(1 +r)n- (1 +r)t
(1 +r)n- 1
and the. range of variation of its value with the variation of r lies
between (n - t) / n and 1.
In the diagram above (Fig. 6), the ordinates represent the value~ at
each age, of a durable instrument, having a total life of 50 years, at
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various assumed levels of the rate of profits (r): and the area intercepted between each stepped curve and the axes represents the
aggregate value of a complete set (or self-replacing group) of instruments of all ages. The value of such a set increases from n/2 to a
maximum of n as the rate of profits increases from zero without limit.
This variation in the price of ageing machinery cannot be explained from the cost-of-production side. It arises exclusively from
the necessity of maintaining, when the rate of profits changes, the
equality in price of all units of the product whatever the differences
in age of the instruments by which they are respectively produced.
Although the interest of this type of price-variation is chiefly from
the standpoint of capital theory, its effect in the case of long-lived
fixed-capital assets such as buildings can be appreciable.
Thus, when a number of plants are to be constructed in succession
over a period of years the annual depreciation quotas of the first
units put into operation are available for financing the construction
of the subsequent units, and the early quotas will be larger the lower
is the rate of profits: as a result, given the cost of building a plant, the
t~tal net investment required will be larger the higher is the rate of
profits. In the example assumed in Fig. 6 the investment is proportional to the area between the relevant curve and the axes-an area
which grows with the rise in the rate of profits.

,
l

84 In contrast with its intractability as regards 'reduction', fixed
capital fits easily into the Standard system. What simplifies the
matter is the circumstance that durable instruments as such do not
necessarily involve negative multipliers.
Durable instruments, if basics, will have to be represented in the
Standard commodity by specimens of the various ages in their due
proportions. For example, consider a machine that has a life of
three years, and suppose the Standard ratio to be 10 %, The three
processes employing machines of 0, I and 2 years of age will receive such
multipliers as to result in the machines' entering the aggregate of the
means of production of the three processes in the proportions of
100 two-year-old machines, 110 one-year-old ones and 121 new ones:
hence, at the end of the year, the number of each age-group found
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in the product will exceed by 10 % the number of the sai:rie. age
had been included in the means of production at the beginning of the
year.
The similarity between the several processes which· employ a
durable instrument in its successive stages of wear will generally
make it possible for the Standard system to be constructed by means·
of exclusively positive multipliers. As a result, a system which contained no other element of joint production besides what is implied
in the presence of fixed capital would in general have an all-positive
Standard commodity, thus reproducing in this respect the simplicity
of the system of single-product industries.
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85 Natural resources which are used in production, such as land
and mineral deposits, and which being in short supply enable their
owners to obtain a rent, ca,n be said to occupy among means of
production a position equivalent to that of 'non-basics' among
products. Being employed in production, but not themselves produced, they are the converse of commodities which, although produced, are not used in production. They are, in fact, already included
under the wider definition of non-basics given in §60.
The similarity of rent-earning natural resources with non-basic
products shows itself at once in the impossibility of their being
counted among the components of the Standard product, since they
appear on one side only of the production process. And as for the
other property of non-basics with regard to taxation, it is hardly
necessary to dwell on the doctrine that 'taxes on rent fall wholly on
landlords' and thus cannot affect the prices of commodities or the
rate of profits-a conclusion which could be proved in the present
setting by merely repeating the argument used in the case of non-basic·
products (§65).
86 If n different qualities ofland are in use, they will give rise to
an equal number of different methods of producing corn (supposing,
at first, corn to be the only agricultural product). There will therefore
be n production-equations, to which must be added the condition
that one of the lands pays no rent ;1 and to these equations there will
correspond an equal number of variables representing the rents of
the n qualities of land and the price of corn.
Only the process that produces corn on the no-rent l~nd can enter
into the composition of the Standard system, since the no-rent land
1 By this token only can it be identified as the least productive land in use
(cf. p. 75).
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itself is eliminated from the equation, along with all other
natural resources which, although necessary to production, are' not>
reckoned among the means of production.
In setting up the production-equations, ·the C's will represent
quantities of corn, A 1, A 2 , ••• , An the different lands and Pi, p 2, ••• , p n
the respective rents; among these quantities, the p's are the unknowns. (Note that the suffixes are arbitrary and do not represent the
order offertility, which is not defined independently of the rents; that
order, as well as the magnitude of the rents themselves, may vary
with the variation of rand w.) The equations which, as part of the
general system, represent the production of corn are as follows:
(Ac1Pa+ ··· +Cc1Pc+ ··· +Kc1Pk) (I +r) +Lc1 w+A1P1 == Cci>Pc
(Ac 2Pa+ ... +Cc2Pc+ ... +Kc2h) (I +r) +Lc2 w+A2P2 = Cc2>A
(Ac,.Pa+ ··· +Cc,.Pc+ ··· +Kc,.h) (I +r) +Lc,.w+AnPn = Ccn>Pc

and the condition that one of the rents should be zero can be written
P1P2 ··· Pn = 0

the relevant solution being always the one in which the p's are ~ · 0.
87 Ifland is all of the same quality and is in short supply, this by
itself makes it possible for two different processes or methods of
cultivation to be used consistently side by side on· similar lands
determining a uniform rent per acre. While any two methods would
in these circumstances be formally consistent, they must satisfy. the
economic condition of not giving rise to a negative rent: which
implies that the method that produces more corn. per acre should
show a higher cost per unit of product, the cost being calculated at
the ruling levels of the rate of profits, wages and prices.
The production of corn would thus be represented in the general
system by two ,equations with the two corresponding variables of the
rent of land and the price of corn.
Both equations would enter the Standard system, although with
coefficients of opposite signs and of such values as would in the
aggregate eliminate the land from the means of production of that
system.
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While the case of lands· of different qualities will be readily
recognised as the outcome of a process of 'extensive' diminishing
returns, it may be less obvious that a similar connection exists
between the employment of two methods of producing corn on land
of a single quality and a process of 'intensive' diminishing returns.
From this standpoint the existence side by side of two methods can
be regarded as a phase in the course of a progressive increase of
production on the land. The increase takes place through the
gradual extension of the method that produces more corn at a higher
unit cost, at the expense of the method that produces less. As soon as
the former method has extended to the whole area, the rent rises to
the point where a third method which produces still more corn at a
still higher cost can be introduced to take the place of the method
that has just been superseded. 1 Thus the stage is set for a new phase
of increase in production through the gradual extension of the third
method at the expense of the intermediate one. In this way the output may increase continuously, although the methods of production
are changed spasmodically.
While the scarcity of land thus provides the background from
which -rent arises, the only evidence of this scarcity to be found in the
process of production is the duality of methods: if there were no
scarcity, only one method, the cheapest, would be used on the land
and there could be no rent.
88

89 More complex cases can generally be reduced to combinations
of the two that have been considered. The main type of complication
arises from the multiplicity of agricultural products.
Thus, suppose that in the first case land of one quality was so
exceptionally well-suited for one particular crop, that such a crop was
grown on the whole of that land and on no other land; under these
circumstances there would be room for two different methods of
producing the crop in question on that land, and its rent would be
determined independently· of that of the other lands, becoming in
effect an instance of the second case.
1 The change in methods of production, if it concerns a basic product, involves
of course a change of Standard system; see below, ch. XII.
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Or consider the more general case in which each of several '-I .... ,....u.,......,.,
of land can be used for several alternative crops, although none of
the crops is grown on land of all the qualities; while on the other
hand none of the lands is sufficiently specialised to have its rent
determined independently of the others. What is required in any
case is that the number of separate processes should be equal to the ·
number of qualities of land plus the number of products concerned;
and, moreover, that the links _or overlaps between the various
products and the various lands on which they are grown should be
sufficient for the determination of the rents and of the prices. The
type of link required may be sufficiently indicated by the consideration that the above condition would be satisfied if the links were such
as to make possible the construction of a Standard commodity from
which were excluded all the lands as well as any non-basics among
the products.
In the case of a single quality of land, the multiplicity of agricultural products would not give rise to any complications. It may
however be noted that only for one of the crops would two separate
methods of production be compatible; for the rest, the number of
processes would have to be equal to the number of products.
90 We must now turn back to reconsider, in the light of the discussion of rent, a distinction made in ari earlier chapter.
We have just seen that, where rent arises from the use of a single
quality of land, negative coefficients will be involved in the construction of the Standard system (although this will not necessarily
happen in the case of 'differential' rent from lands of unequal
fertility) with the consequent possibility of negative quantities among
the components of the Standard commodity. Now this possibility of
negative components is the characteristic feature of what we have
called the 'multiple-products system' and is also the chief cause of
its limited usefulness as a conception in contrast with the system of
'single-product ind us tries'. It is therefore disconcerting to see it a pp ear
in a case where each of the processes produces a single commodity.
The fact is that the introduction of means of production which are
not themselves produced, by rendering possible .a multiplicity of
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processes producing the same commodity even though each process
has no more than one product, has disrupted our distinction between
the two types of system, making its reconstruction necessary.
To effect such reconstruction we must in the first place re-define a
'system' as a set of industries, or methods of production, equal in
number, not as formerly to the different products, but to the different
things that are produced and/or used as means of production.
Besides, the properties which we had attributed to the system of
'single-product industries' must be transferred to a system in which
each commodity is produced by not more than one method; and the
properties of the system of 'multiple-product' industries must be
transferred to a system in which at least one commodity is produced
by more than one method, even though all industries were singleproduct industries. (This need not affect what was said in the
previous chapters, since the two distinctions coincide up to the
appear~ of means of production which are not themselves
produced.)
91 Machines of an obsolete type which are still in use are similar
to land in so far as they are employed as means of production,
although not currently produced. The quasi-rent (if we may apply
Marshall's term in a more restricted sense than he gave it) which is
received for those fixed capital items which, having been in active use
in the past, have now been superseded but are worth employing for
what they can get, is determined precisely in the same way as the
rent of land. And like land such obsolescent instruments have the
properties of non-basics and are excluded from the composition of
the Standard commodity.
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SWITCH IN METHODS OF
PRODUCTION

CHAPTER XII

SWITCH IN METHODS OF
PRODUCTION
92 We have been assuming that in a system of single-product
industries only one way of producing each commodity is available,
with the result that changes in distribution can have no effect on the
,methods of production employed.
Suppose now that, for the production of one of the commodities,
two alternative methods are known. And, to take the simpler case ·
first, suppose that the commodity in question is a non-basic product.
At any given level of the general rate of profits,1 the method that ·
produces at a lower price is of course the most pr9fitable of the two for __.
a producer who builds a new plant.
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FIG. 7

The two curves in Fig. 7 show how the price of the commodity
as produced by the two alternative methods varies with the rate of
profits (the price, or cost of production, being expressed in terms of an
arbitrarily chosen standard). The points of intersection where the
prices are equaJ correspond to the switching from one to the other
method as the rate of profits changes. There may be one or more such
intersections within the range of possible rates of profit, by analogy
with what we have seen in the case of two distinct commodities (§48);
1 The rate of pro.fits is taken as the independent variable in this connection;
but the argument would not be affected if the wage, expressed in any given commodity or composite commodity, were taken instead.
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if on the other hand there is no intersection, one of the methods is
unprofitable in all circumstances and may be disregarded.
93 If the product is a basic one, the problem is complicated by
the circumstance that each of the two alternative methods of pro:
.dg.f.iI1gj_t..implic:.~..t!:.Q..!~ti:r1ct_~9:r:i·o~~sy~fr!?1, ;ith·a distinct Maximum
rate of profit. AB a result we seem to lack a common ground on which
the comparison between the two methods can be carried out: since,
according as one or the other method is used, we are in one or th~r-·
·economic system, and to any given rate of profits there will correspond,
in each system, a different wage, even though in the same standard,
and a different set of relative prices; as a consequence a comparison
of the prices by the two methods becomes meaningless since its result
appears to depend on which commodity is chosen as standard of prices.
Two different methods of producing the same basic commodity
can only co-exist at the points of intersection (that is to say at those
rates of profits at which the prices of production by the two methods
are equal), since the two economic systems (which are respectively
characterised by the two methods, but are alike in every other
respect) will at such poin~s necessarily have also the same commoditywage1 and the same system of relative prices.
This co-existence is possible because with k basic equations
(representing k methods of production) and k + l unknowns (representing k- I prices, the wage w and the rate of profits r) there is
room for one more basic equation (or method of production) even
though it does not bring with it an additional product and an
additional price. With k + I methods of production, however; it is no
longer possible to vary at will the rate of profits, its level being now
fully determined. At any other level of the rate of profits the two
methods are incompatible, and the two distinct systems to which they
belong have no point of contact.
Yet, if the two methods are to present themselves as alternatives,
a comparison must be possible within the same system ·even at rates
1 It may be noticed that, while the commodity-wage is the same at such points,
yet it will be equivalent to different proportions of the respective Standard net
products of the two systems: since to each of the two systems there will correspond
a different value of R.
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of profits at which the two methods are incompatible. Thisican:be:
accomplished if we assume for a moment that the products
the'
two methods are two 'di;tinct commodities which, however, have such
properties that, while for all possible basic uses they can be regarded
as identical .and are completely interchangeable, there are· other,
non-basic uses~ some of which require the one, and some the other, of
the two products, without possibility of interchange. The result is j ·
that for all basic uses the choice between the two methods will be \
exclusively grounded on cheapness; and at the same time the special
n~-basic uses will. ensure that both methods are always employed
to some extent, whatever the system.
Suppose that the commodity in question is copper and that it can be
produced by two methods which we shall call t·and II and which
characterise respectively systems I and II with different Maximum
rates of profits Rr and Rn. The products of the two :methods (copper I
and copper II) are, for basic uses, the same co~modity produced in __.
different ways. We can therefore assume either that we are in system I
and regard copper II as non-basic, or that we are· in system II with
copper I as non-basic (and vice versa for basic).
The two assumptions will give· different results, for in general to
any given rate of profits, say 5 %, there will correspond in each of
the two systems a different wage and a different set of relative prices;
and according as one or the other assumption is made the cost-ratio
between copper I and copper II will be different.
It can however be shown that, while the extent of the cheapness of
one method of production relatively to the other will vary according
as the comparison is carried out in system I or in system II, the
order of the two methods as to cheapness must be the same in the two
systems. In effect, as we shall see (§ 94), it is always ·the method
whose product !say, 'copper II') is basic in the system which has the ·
higher value of R that, in the upper reaches of the rate of profits,1 is
the cheapest in both systems. As the rate of profits is reduced, any
change in the order of cheapness must apply equally to the two
systems, since it.involves going through a point of intersection and
such points ·are common to both. ·

of

1

I.e. above the rate corresponding to the highest point of intersection;
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94 We have seen that as the rate of profits rises there may be
several intersections between the prices at which the two methods
produce, with as many switchings backwards and forwards from one
method to the other and consequently from one system to the other.
In view of this possibility we cannot (contrary to what one might
have expected) say in general that, of two alternative methods of
production, the one that corresponds to a Standard system with a
higher ratio of product to means of production (i.e. with a larger R)
will be the most profitable when the rate of profits is comparatively
high, and the least profitable when it is comparatively low.
There is, however, one statement of general validity that can be
made in this connection. But for this purpose it is convenient to
transfer our attention from the two methods of producing the commodity in question to the two corresponding economic systems.
From such a standpoint it i~ ~~d~nt that at rates of profits which·
are intermediate between R1 and Rrr (where Rrr is larger than R1 )
there can be no points of intersection, since over that range, while the
wage (w) of system II would continue positive, in system I w would
assume zero or negative values. (That is to say, over that range copper
II would be, not merely the most profitable, but the only possible one
as a basic.)
Since in the higher ranges of the rate of profits (i.e. between R1
and Ru) the method which corresponds to the higher Standard ratio
of product to means of production is the only possible one for the basic
product, it follows that if the two methods have a single point of \
intersection, the only possible switch as the rate of profits rises is from \
a lower to a higher Standard ratio of product to means of production \
(i.e. from a lower to a higher value of R).
The position can be illustrated by a diagram (Fig. 8) which exhibits
the relation between the rate of profits and the wage in each of two
systems (I and II) which, while being similar in all other respects,
differ in so far as one uses method I while the other uses method II
for producing one of the basic products.
The two lines show, for the respective systems, how the wage falls
while the rate of profits rises from zero to its maximum value (which
is Rr = 15 % for the first system and Rrr = 16 % for the second).
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A common standard being necessary for a. comparison/the wage of .·
both systems is expressed in terms of the Standard commodity :of
system II.1 As a result the relation is represented by a straight line·
for system II and by a curve for system I. (This would of course be
reversed if the Standard commodity of system I were adopted as
common standard.) The point of intersection, at r = IO%, is where,..--\
I
the two alternative methods of production are equally. profitable; /
beyond that point, with. a further rise of the rate of profits, it b~comes \
-.
\
profitable to switch from method I to method II.
..-_!

10%

0

RATE OF PROFITS (r}

15%16%

(R,)(R,)

Frn.8.

We can ~ exte~_d the supposition of an alternative method
for producing one commodity and suppose that there are many such
alternatives with at least as many distinct points of intersection; and
not only for one of the products, but for each of them. So that as the
rate of profits rises there will be a rapid succession of switches in the
methods of production of one or other of the commodities.
Throughout such a series of changes, although the value of R may
move alternately up and down, to each rise in the rate of profits
there will invariably correspond (with systems of single-product
95

1
It may be noticed that, although the composition of the Standard commodity
in system .I ~l in general be quite different from that of system II,.yet all the
commodities entering the latter can be produced in system I, even though some of
them may appear in this system merely as non-basic products.
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industries) a fall in the wage measured in terms of any commodity.
This is because changes in the rate of profits and in the wage always
take place witlzin one system, so that the movements of the two are
bound to be in opposite directions; whereas the switch from one
method to the other (and consequently from one system to the other)
entails no .change in either the rate of profits or the wage-on the
contrary, it becomes possible at a point of intersection between the
old and the new systems, and therefore at given levels of the wage and
of the rate of profits.
96 With single-product industries, each process or method of
production is identified by the commodity which it produces, so that
when an additional, (k + l) th, method is introduced there is no
doubt as to which of the pre-existing methods it is an alternative to.
When, however, each process or method produces several commodities, and each commodity is produced by several methods, this
criterion fails. And the problem arises of how to identify among the
pre-existing methods the one to which the new method is an
alternative.
We first define the equivalent, for the case of multiple-product
industries, of the rate of profits at which the intersection between the
two price-curves of the single-product industries takes place: such
equivalent is that rate of profits at which each of the k commodities
is produced, whether by the new method or by the old ones, at' the
same price.
Our problem is to spot the method that will be superseded when
the rate of profits rises beyond that point. In doing this we proceed
in a somewhat roundabout way. We begin by turning our attention
away from the individual methods of joint-production and concentrate upon the possible systems which are respectively defined by the
absence of one of the methods from among their components. With
k + I methods (or processes) we can form k different systems of k
processes, all of the systems including the new method and each of
them omitting in turn one of the k old methods.
Suppose now that the rate of profits is raised by a very small
fraction above that point. For all the k systems the resulting wage
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will be lower than before :1 but it will be different for each of the
systems (although expressed in the same standard). · Consider the
system which at the newly given rate of profits allows of the highest
wage: ifwe regard the wage, instead of the rate of profits, as being
given, we shall find that this system will also be the most profitable
one since, given arry of those wages, it will allow the payment of a
higher rate of profits than does any other system. Now this system
is distinguished by the absence from among its constituents of one
particular method of production, which is present in all the other
systems. That particular method is thus shown to be the least
profitable to employ in the new circumstances, and is therefore the
one that will be superseded by the new method.
1 We assume here (and it is essential for the conclusion) that no commodity's
price behaves in the peculiar way described in §§ 71-2.
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ON 'SUB-SYSTEMS)!

-- 'A

--- :b·
Consider a system of industries (each producing a different commodity)
.D
which is in a self-replacing state.
.
The commodities forming the gross product (i.e. all quantities on th;i(,
right-hand side of the equatiqns in § 11) can be unambiguously distinguished as those which go to replace the means of production and those
which together form the net product of the system.
Such a system can be subdivided into as many parts as there are commodities inits net product, in such a way that each part forms a smaller
self-replacing system the net product of which consists of only one kind of
commodity. These parts we shall call 'sub-systems'.
This involves subdividing each of the industries of the original system
(namely, the means of production, the labour and the product of each)
into parts of such size as will ensure self-replacement for each sub-system.
Although only a fraction of the labour of a sub-system is empl~yed in the
industry which directly produces the commodity forming the net product,
yet, since all other industries merely provide replacements for the means
of production used up, the whole of the labour employed can be regarded
as directly or indirectly going to produce that commodity.
Thus in the sub-system we see at a glance, as an aggregate, the same
quantity of labour that we obtain as tl1e sum of a series of terms when we
trace back the successive stages of the production of the commodity
(ch. VI).
At each level of the wage and· of the rate of profits, the commodity
forming the net product of a sub-system is equal in value to the wages of
the labour employed plus the profits on the means of production. And
when the wage absorbs the whole net product, the commodity is equal in
value to the labour that directly or indirectly· has been required to
produce it.
_.,.,.,,. C.

J

1

Cf.§ 14.

-:::.
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NO TE ON SELF-REPRODUCING
NON-BASICS 1
Consider a commodity which enters to an unusually large extent into the
production of itself. It may be imagined to be some crop such as a species
of beans or of corn the wastage on which is so great that for every 100 units
sown no more than 110 are reaped.· It is clear that this would not admit
of a rate of profits higher than, or indeed, since other means of production
must be used as well, as high as, 10 %If the product in question is a basic one there is no problem; it simply
means that the Maximum rate of profits of the system will have to be less
than 10%.
If however it is a non-basic product, complications arise. The way in
which a non-basic is produced has, as we have seen, no influence on the
general rate of profits, so that there would be nothing to prevent the
Maximum rate of the system being higher than 10 %: and yet' the product
in question is incompatible with a rate as high as 10 %. This contradictory
situation finds its outlet in the behaviour of the price of tl1e product (we
shall call it 'beans') when the wage is reduced. As the rate of profits in
its rise approached 10 % the price of the beans would have to increase
without limit since of the IO units left over after replacing the seed more
and more would be required for the profits on the seed itself, while
the quantity which remained available for paying for the replacement of
the other materials used, plus their profits, would approach vanishingpoint.
That point would be reached at IO%, when replacement of the other
materials would be possible only if they were to be had for nothing, i.e. if
the relative price of the beans was infinite.
When the rate of profits was above 10 % the conditions could be
satisfied only if the particular p which represented the price of beans
assumed a negative value. (The resulting situation could be visualised as
a sort of fairyland in which, the product being insufficient even to replace
the beans used up and pay in full the profit on them, a quantity of these
would have to be 'bought' for the purpose and, as 'negative price', goods
1

Cf. footnote to §39.
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sufficient to replace the other means of production, with profits, would
have to be received in addition.)
A simplified version of the 'be~'· example is shown in the ffi:agram,
where the Maximum rate of profits is assumed to be 15 % and the price is
express~d in Standard commodity. The price curve consi~ts of both branches
of a rectangular hyperbola which has for asymptotes the rate-of-profits
axis and the parallel to the price-axis that passes through the 1q% point.
+p

~ 0

RATE OF PROFITS (r)

-p

Fw.9

The situation in which the price of beans p beco~es infinite (at 10 %
rate of profits) can also be described, if beans are taken as the standard of
price, as one in which the price of every other commodity is zero: this gives
formal solution of the equations. But if we take as standard of price a
basic commodity, it is impossible for. every other price to become zero, since
there must be at least one other commodity in the mea~ ~f production of
which that basi~ commodity enters. So that the corresponding situation,
in which the price of a commodity becomes negative by passing through
infinity, cannot occur in the case of a basic.
It is perhaps as well to be reminded here that we are all the time
concerned mer1;ly with the implications of the assumption of a uniform
price for all units of a commodity and a uniform rate of profits on all the
means of production. In the case under consideration, if the rate of profits
were at or above 10% it would be impossible for these conditions to be
fulfilled. The 'beans' could however still be produced and marketed so as
to show a normal profit if the producer sold them at a higher price than
the one which, in his book-keeping, he attributes to them as means of
production.

a
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THE DEVICE OF A 'BASIC SYSTEMn
This is a footnote to §§62-3, intended to explain briefly why, in constructing the Standard product for the multiple-product equations, it has
been found advisable to transform these, as a preliminary, into Basic
equations, rather than operate directly on the original system.
The object of the exercise is to identify the particular value of R which is
appropriate from the economic standpoint. Once the non-basic commodities are eliminated (as is done through the Basic equations) this can
be defined as the lowest of the possible values of R.
If, however, the elimination were not effected, additional values of R
would arise owing to the presence of such non-basics as entered both the
product and the means of production. Values of R _of this type would have
the peculiarity that the corresponding prices of all commodities would be
zero (with the exception, for each value of R, of the prices of one non-basic
or of a group of interconnected non-basics). Such values of R are meaningless from the standpoint of an economic system and must be rejected. One
of them, however, might be the lowest of all (as in the example given in
Appendix Bin connection with the single-products system) and the mere
possibility of this would invalidate the criterion by which the economically
relevant value of R is identified. To get over this it would be necessary to
distinguish the two groups of values of Ron the grounds of the peculiarity
described above; a procedure which seemed even more cumbrous than
the one. adopted in the text.
1

I

I!
I

[
I

Cf. §63n.
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APPENDIX D

REFERENCES TO THE
LITERATURE
The
connection of this work with the theories of
old ·-·classical
~-=-='-------. the
·---·---·-e c ~ has been alluded to in the Preface. A few references to special
points, the source of which may not be obvious, are added here.
It is of course in Quesnay's Tableau Economi!J.1:!e t~t is found the original
pic~f th~_~yst~~.9-~px:_9duction and-eonsumption-as a circula:._er~~ess~
and it stands in.striking. contrast_to the view presented by modern theory,
of ~~-~ay_~~~at leadµom-..:Ea,ctors _gf_production' to 'Conswp.ption goods'.
A method devised by Ricardo (if the interpretati~n given in our Intro. duction to his Principles 1s accepted)1 is Jhat of siJ:igliP..g_oJJ.J_corn.as..the_one_,

-~ ~:~f
l)'.cl,Ot~q~=~:::orJ:: :w:.;~~::o;:.:;:;;r~;,!'r:rd::
grower of corn ;J.eterroine.f[ independen.fu'. of value, merely .com- \
is
by
paring the physical quantity on the side of the means of production ·t()
that on the side of the product, both of which consist of the same commodity; and on this rests ~~~~nclusion. that 'it is the profits of the
farII1er that regulate the profits of all the other trades'. Another way'of
saying this, in the terms adopted here, is that corn is the sole 'basic pm- .
duct' in the economy under consideration.
.
(It should perhaps be stated that it was only when the ....___.,
Standard
system and the distinction between basics and non-basics had emerged in
the course of th~pr~;~~t i~J;;tigation that the a~e interpretation of
Ricardo's theory suggested itself as a natural consequence.)
Ricardo's view of the dominant role of the farmer's profits thus appears
to have a point of contact with the ~hysiocratic doctrine of the ·, produit
n ~in so far as the latter is based, as Marx has pointed out, 2 on the
'physical' nature of the surplus in agriculture which takes the form of an
excess offood prnduced over the food advanced for production; w l ~
in..manufacturing, where food and raw materials must be bought froID:
agriculture, a s:irplus can only appear as_ a _!~~~!_ ()Lt.l:i.e ~aje of the
product.
Y ..... ··

1

2

In Ricardo's Works and Correspondence, I, xxxi-xxxii.
Theorien iiber den Mehrwert, I, 36 and m, 134, note.
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2 The conception of~ sS~Il:Q.~1:'g._rriea~ll.re of value _as a medium bet\-veen
two extremes (§ 17 ff.) also _}?._elongs to Ricardo 1 _and it is surprising that the
Standard commodity which has been evolved from it here should be found
to be equivalent to something very close to the standard suggested by
Adam Smith, namely 'labour commanded ' 2 (§ 43), to which Ricardo himself was so decidedly opposed.

3 The notion of a Maximum rate of profits corresponding to a zero
wage has been suggested by Marx, directly through an incidental allusion
to the possibility of a fall in the rate of profits 'even if the workers could
live on air' ;3 but more generally owing to his emphatic rejection of the
claim of Adam Smith and of others after him that the price of every commodity 'either immediately or ultimately' resolves itself entirely (that is
to say, without leaving any commodity residue) into wage, profit and
rent 4-a claim which necessarily presupposed the existence of 'ultimate'
commodities produced by pure labour without means of production
except land, and which therefore was incompatible with a fixed ·limit to
the rise in the rate of profits.

-'

4 The plan of treating what is left of fixed capital at the end of the
year as a kind of joint-product may seem artificial if viewed against the
·background of the continuous flow of industrial production, but it fits
easily into the __cl_assi_cal pictureof_an agri_cultUI~J?)!:Stem where the annual
product, in Adam Smith's words, naturally divides itself into two parts,
one destined for replacing a capital, the other for constituting a revenue. 5
Adam Smith, however, excludes fixed capital from the annual product. 6
It was only after Ricardo had brought to light the complications which the
use of fixed capital in various proportions brings to the determination of
values that the plan in question was resorted to. It was first introduced by
~ ~ i n the course of a criticism of Ricardo's doctrine. In explaining
his own peculiar theory according to which 'the results obtained from the
employment of equal capitals are of equal value', Torrens shows by means
of examples that his theory is verified if only 'the results' are regarded as

See JiVorks, I, xliv.
Wealth of Nations, bk. 1, ch. v; Cannan's ed., 1, 35.
3
Capital, vol. III, ch. 15, sec. ii, Kerr's ed. p. 290.
4 Capital, vol. III, ch. 49, pp. 979, 981 ff., referring to the Wealth of Nations, bk. 1,
ch. vi; Cannan's ed., 1, 52.
5 Wealth of Nations, bk. n, ch. iii; 1, 315.
6 Bk. n, ch. ii; 1, 272.
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including, besides the product in the ordinary sense of the word, e:g.
woollens', also 'the residue of the fixed capital employed in their
manufacture' .1
Thereafter the method was generally adopted, even by the opponents
of Torrens's theory: first by Ricardo in the next edition of his Principles, 2
then by Malthus in the Measure of Value 3 and later by Marx,4 but after·
wards it seems to have fallen into oblivion.
1 'Strictures on Mr Ricardo's Doctrine Respecting Exchangeable Value', in
Edinburgh 1.iiagazine, Oct. 1818, p. 336; cf. An Essay on the Production of Wealth, by
Robert Torrens, 1821, p. 28.
2 In a passage in which the value of the 'corn' is compared with that of 'the
machine and cloth of the clothier together', 3rd ed. (1821), (Ricardo's Works, I,
33).
.
3
Published in 1823, p. 11; see also the posthumous 2nd ed. of Malthus's
Principles of Political Economy (1836), p. 269.
4 Capital, vol. I, ch. 9, sec. i, Moore and Aveling transl. p. 195, quoting Malthus;
and cf. the quotation from Torrens in Theorien fiber den Mehrwert, m, 77.
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